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Get in on March 
Madness, B1
Sranh Valiev JLantijom
Grand Valley State University www.lanthorn.com Thursday, March 19, 2009
AP Photo / Anja Niedringhaus
Inside scoop: Cleaning staff rests next to the signs of car maker General Motors Corp., at the Geneva Motor Show in Geneva, on March 2. GM 
Communications Director Tom Wickham will speak to GVSU faculty, staff, students and the general public on Thursday from 4:30 to 6 p.m. in the Kirkhof 
Center Room 2215/2216. Wickham will speak on "Auto Work or Out of Work: PR's Role in Saving an Iconic Industry."
GM's Tom Wickham 
gives sneak preview
By Ellen Hensel
GVL Assistant News Editor
'Hie Lanthorn recently sat down with 
Tom Wickham, communications director 
for General Motors Corp., to discuss GM’s 
economic concerns and its most recent 
public relations plan to stimulate sales. 
Wickham will speak to GVSU faculty, 
students and the public from 4:30 to 6 pan. 
Thursday in the Kirkhof Center Room 
2215/2216.
Lanthorn: Why did you decide to come 
and speak at GVSU?
Wickham: A professor at GVSU is a 
friend of mine from college and asked that 
I come in to talk to the students about what 
General Motors is doing in terms of public 
relations. I am going to talk about the social 
media and general media techniques we 
use.
Lanthorn: What are some of the 
techniques he inn used at GM?
Wickha m:'Hie theme is about ourefiforts 
to increase the awareness and increase 
morale during these rather tumultuous 
times. I am sure you are aware of General 
Motors in terms of the media coverage of 
our financial situation. Currently, we are 
doing a lot using Facebook and Twitter and 
blogs to reach people who generally don’t 
pay much attention to General Motors. We 
are getting a great response from people 
who see our Web site, get in a vehicle, love
the vehicle and then 
post on our Web sites.
Lanthorn: What
role do students play 
in the GM consumer 
market?
Wickham: We
treat them like we 
would anybody else. mcuna 
We have looked 
at college students as current or future 
customers in terms of buying a vehicle 
or leasing a vehicle. It is important for us 
to reach out to colleges to tell them what 
they need to know and that we need to hear 
from them. They are extremely important 
in deciding what their desirable features are 
in a vehicle as they are the future of the auto 
industry.
Lanthorn: Realistically, how rtmch of an 
effect can a public relations campaign have 
on saving the auto industry?
Wickham: It is integral to turning 
around the auto industry. Public relations 
is not in our favor right now and a lot of 
it is due to misinformation. What we are 
trying to do is share the facts for the parties 
out there and share information about the 
industry and about my company so people 
can make a better choice when it comes to 
purchasing their vehicle.
See GM, A2
Study abroad adds
By Amanda Lechel
G’VT. Staff Writer
After a successful faculty exchange 
with 1 lochschulc-Sch wabisch-Gmiind, 
a German university. Grand Valley State 
University will now be offering the 
exchange to students.
PHSG, a small university of about 
2,300 students, is a university of 
education that offers training for teachers 
in elementary, primary 
and intermediate 
secondary education.
Hermann Kurthen. 
an associate professor 
of sociology who 
participated in the 
faculty exchange with 
PHSG in 2006, said he 
thinks this study abroad 
opportunity should not 
be limited to students 
of a certain major.
“Students that want 
to go to Germany with 
their own interests and 
motivations should do so,” Kurthen said. 
“Even if students are not Gemian majors 
they should go. There are 30 classes 
offered that are taught in English.”
Kurthen said his experience at PHSG 
was very rewarding and positive.
“I gained many friends,” Kurthen said. 
“Students will be able to interact with 
their peers and professors and this will 
open them to learn”
Kurthen said the environment at PHSG 
is much different than that of GVSU.
“The sense of history is much different 
there,” Kurthen said. “Students will be 
living in a more histoncal environment. 
There are much older buildings from 
medieval times that are used for housing 
and restaurants and such. Every city has a 
castle and there aren’t many billboards.”
Kurthen also explained the culture is 
much different than in America in many 
ways.
“The level of 
respect from student 
to professor is much 
higher,” Kurthen said. 
“Here students are a 
little more aloof and 
treat professors as if 
they are buddies. Plus, 
students in Germany 
live a more adult life 
instead of going out 
and binge drinking on 
the weekends.”
Kurthen is very 
excited for this new 
program to be offered for students.
“This university is in the heart 
of Europe,” Kurthen said. “I would 
recommend students start here and during 
their time in Germany, explore the rest of 
Europe.”
Gary Stark, professor of history and 
associate dean of the College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences, agreed students from
“This university is in 
the heart of Europe.
I would recommend 
students start here 
and during their time 
in Germany, explore 
the rest of Europe.”
HERMANN KURTHEN
GVSU ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
German university
Courtesy Photo / Google Images
Exchange addition: Students studying at Hochschule-Schwabisch-Gmund, a German university, 
congregate outside a building during a break. Next fall, a student exchange with Hochschule- 
Schwabisch-Gmund will be available to GVSU students wishing td study abroad
GVSU will benefit from studying abroad 
at PHSG.
“Besides learning and improving their 
German, studying in Germany will be a 
life-changing experience,” Stark said. 
“Students will return with not only a better 
understanding of another culture and 
society, but also with a new perspective 
and better understanding of U.S. culture 
and society.”
Rebecca Hambleton, director of Study
Abroad and International Partnerships, 
said GVSU once had a study abroad 
program through PHSG but the agreement 
was never renewed due to lack of student 
participation in the program.
“We are sending a group of students 
through a faculty-led program this 
summer,” Hambleton said. “The semester 
exchange program will start in fall 2009”
See Study Abroad, A2
Student organization councils prepare for fiscal allocation
By Ellen Hensel
GVL Assistant News Editor
'Exited as a more personal form of budgeting, the 
Student Senate is afxxit halfway through its allocation 
process for all student organizations.
In the new system — which was implemented for the 
coming fiscal year — money is allocated first to councils 
who then distribute among their respective organizations.
GVL Photo Illustration / Kim Miller
Allocation: Student Senate is in the final stages of allocating 
funds to student organizations
This is different from past years when organizations 
debated as a large group, each fighting for individual 
funds.
Furthermore, funds are not given in one lump sum, but 
in increments throughout the year, with the intention of 
providing more accountability for organizations.
“Not everyone is happy about it,” said Mike Krombeen, 
Student Senate vice president of Finance. “The people that 
tend to be more happy about it are the more 
active groups. They are the people that used 
all the money on gorxl programs and were 
upset that other clubs were just holding on 
to their money. It is a little more work for a 
lot of these groups because they have to go 
to a monthly meeting, but if a gnxrp is truly 
active and wants to do things for campus we 
have had great feedback from them”
So far councils have been given funds and are now 
meeting individually to decide allocation.
The process, which added additional steps to insure 
transparency, has been well received by organizations for 
the most part. Krombeen said.
Despite clerical glitches, Krombeen said the process 
has gone smoothly so far and he hopes to continue it next 
year.
“Not everyone is 
happy about it.”
MIKE KROMBEEN
VP OF FINANCE
“The overall system will be in place from now on,” 
Krombeen said. “I can see some little things changing 
but the actual system as it relates to student work won’t 
change.”
For the Campus Crusade gnxrp. President Helen 
Marlais said the process, although more accountable, has 
resulted in lesser funds.
“Our council is only getting $6,000 total to be split 
among about 20 groups,” Marlais said. “That 
is boiling down to ntX very much per group. 
I think that the new system, although good in 
theory, has meant that smaller gnxrps, those 
that don’t have pull with influential people 
at the university, have been pushed to the 
wayside. I hope that something is done to 
ensure that all clubs have an equal chance of 
receiving the funds they need.”
Currently, there are eight councils as part of the 
mandatory student organ izations. Their money has been 
allocated in total, and clubs met at the beginning of 
February to have initial debate and will continue to meet.
See Allocation, A2
© See more: Go to the editorial on A7.
GVL I Becky Reaver
Opening communication: Greg Hatt, a 
friend of Derek Copp's and the organizer of 
the protest at the Ottawa County Sheriff's 
Department on Monday, talks peacefully 
with Lt. Mark Bennet.
Administration, 
Student Senate 
react to shooting
By Lauren Fitch
GVL News Editor
The Grand Valley State University 
administration and Student Senate took 
a stand this week on the shooting of 
Derek Copp.
President Thomas J. Haas released 
a statement on Monday, which said 
the administratkxi has contacted 
law enforcement and made a formal 
request for a complete explanation of 
the incident.
“The fact that the incident took 
place off campus diminishes neither my 
interest nor my concern,” Haas wnXe.
He is waiting for a return letter with 
the results of the investigation, but Haas 
said officers called and said they would 
keep the university informed.
Haas reassured students the campus 
is extremely safe.
“All students are impextant to us,” 
Haas said. “We want to keep them safe 
and secure.”
See Administration, A2
See more: Go to
"Your Insights" on A7
See more: Visit 
Lanthorn.com for 
live coverage of the 
protest on Friday.
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GM
continued from page A1
Lanthorn: Who are you targeting 
in this campaign?
Wickham: It is pretty much 
anyone out there. During one of 
our auto shows we bn>ught in 
bloggers. One of the bloggers who 
came in was 50. They are not just 
college age but there is a variety 
of generations. There are different 
genders and our tactics cross all 
groups.
Lanthorn: What is tlw future of 
GM? What should consumers look 
for?
Wickham: I think that there 
is a lot out right now in terms of 
vehicles. We have very stylish 
vehicles, performance-based 
vehicles, utility vehicles. We have 
vehicles that apply for farms or 
hauling large families amund. We
Study Abroad
continued from page A1
Hambieton said the town is 
very small and attractive with a 
number of historical sites in the 
city center.
“The university community 
and local community are both very 
warm and hospitable,” Hambieton 
said. "Students will receive a good
Allocation
continued from page A1
For the 2009-10 year, the 
Academic and Professional Council 
received $32fKK); the Cultural 
Council, $78,000; the Professional 
society Council, $2 jtXX); the 
Interfaith Council, $6XXX); the 
Performing Arts Council, $21 jCXX); 
the Service and Advocacy Council, 
$28j000; the Special Interest 
Council, $40j000; and the Student 
Life Sports Council, $375j000.
These amounts are now to be 
split among the individual clubs.
Administration
continued from page A1
The group of students protesting 
the shooting on campus began 
a petition Friday that asked the 
administration make a statement 
renouncing the incident, take 
action against the Ottawa County 
Sheriff’s Department and be a 
leader in addressing the “statewide 
discrepancies in policies dealing 
with the use of recreational drugs.”
While the administration has 
already renounced the incident,
Bfimiiii
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have vehicles for every need. And 
we have more vehicles that get 
greater than 30 miles right now. We 
are coming out with the Chevy Volt 
that will drive 40 miles per gallon.
Lanthorn: The situation seems 
hopeless at times for Michigan 
citizens. Is there any silver lining to 
the situation?
Wickham: I think the hope and 
comfort is that the people need to 
have faith in us and know that we 
have a liability plan that we are 
executing as we speak. Citizens 
will be paid back in due course. 
The concerns people have about 
our vitality, they should know that 
we will be there. Our leadership 
team and employees are working to 
turn this company around, it is not 
just in our financials but it is in all 
parts of our business.
Lanthorn: What is your role at
orientation to the area upon arrival 
and will have on-site support if 
they need assistance.”
Kurthen, Hambieton and Stark 
all agreed any student who does 
the exchange with PHSG will 
benefit greatly.
“Students who study abroad 
in general, and in Germany 
specifically, will gain a sense of 
independence and adaptability
In the past,several organizations 
had leftover money that went 
unused, which was one of the 
reasons the allocation process was 
altered.
With this process, since money 
is given in increments throughout 
the year, clubs only receive what 
they need.
Director of Student Life and 
Adviser of the Sports Council Bob 
Stoll said the amount of money 
each club gets should not change 
very much if the club has used their 
money well in the past.
“Instead of giving away all
Haas said they are waiting for more 
facts from the investigation before 
taking any more action.
"Students have the ability 
to responsibly share their own 
opinions,beliefsand ask questions,” 
Haas said of the protests.
He did not support the angle of 
the protests focused on relaxing 
drug laws.
“Drugs on or off campus have 
no place in the community,” Haas 
said. “Illegal dmgs are illegal.”
Members of the administration 
wished Copp a complete recovery.
Dean of Students Bart Merkle 
contacted Copp to offer assistance 
in keeping up with his academics, 
though he said Copp does not 
yet know when he will return to 
school.
Charlie Terrell, Student Senate 
vice president of Public Relations, 
said the Student Senate expects a 
full and complete explanation from
GM?
Wickham: My primary role is 
communications. I write speeches 
for GM administrators, I blog and 
work with social media. If there is 
misinformation out there l try to 
educate. Put things into the right 
context.
Lanthorn: Since you’ve worked 
at GM (since I9W) what changes 
have you seen in the company ?
Wickham: I think there is a 
greater sense of purpose. I think 
we are much more global and 
we have a better appreciation of 
the global economy and better 
appreciation at what is happening 
at the grass root level whether it 
is what is happening in Missouri 
or California. We are connecting 
better with the consumers and the 
influencers.
assistantnews@ lanthorn com
after learning to live in another 
country,” Hambieton said. 
“Students will have an opportunity 
to further develop their German 
language skills, which is always 
an important and marketable skill 
in this global society. Students can 
also gain a global perspective and 
become more culturally aware.”
alechel@ lanthorn .com
the money at once, the groups 
will continue to have dialogue 
throughout the course of the year,” 
Stoll said. "I know that everybody 
is excited that this will give some 
better decision-making, more 
timely and a better way to analyze 
program requests. It is difficult 
because everyone wants more 
resources than there is, so you 
have to figure out what is a better, 
broader decision.”
Requests for fall activities 
including Campus Life Night are 
currently being processed.
assistan tnews @ lanthorn .com
the Michigan State Police.
Terrell said it was important for 
the Student Senate to issue their 
own statement as representatives of 
the student body.
“We want to show students 
we understand and realize what’s 
going on ” Terrell said. “We’re the 
voice for students.”
As of Wednesday, the Student 
Senate had not contacted any law 
enforcement agencies.
Terrell also emphasized the hope 
that Copp make a full recovery and 
said they would be available to help 
him in any way.
The Student Senate declined 
to take a stance on the protests 
associated with the shooting.
“We’re waiting for reports from 
the Michigan State Police before 
taking any other action,” said 
Autumn Trombka, Student Senate 
president,
news @ lanthorn .com
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a study abroad scholarship and has done so through student support
Lauren Fitch, News Editor 
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News in Brief
■■
Student Senate election 
deadline approaching
The deadline for submitting 
applications for next year’s 
Student Senate is Wednesday, 
The application, which can 
be downloaded on the Student 
Senate Web site, is a basic 
application, but also requires 
the applicant to obtain 75 
signatures from Grand Valley 
State University students. 
Anyone is permitted to apply, 
as long as they are a full-time 
undergraduate or graduate 
student with a 2.0 cumulative 
GPA.
Applications should be 
submitted to the Student 
Senate’s office in the Student 
Organization Center in the 
. Kirkhof Center.
Elections are held in early 
. April and voting is done 
online.
Any questions regarding 
the application process should 
be directed to Student Senate 
Executive Vice President 
Natalie Bush.
GR to receive $250,000 to 
offset foreclosure crisis
Foreclosure victims of 
Countrywide Financial
Corporation will get $1,800 
each under a settlement 
announced today by Michigan 
Attorney General Mike Cox.
Grand Rapids will also get 
$250,000 to help repair some 
of the damage.
The payments will go to 
3,697 individuals who took 
out sub-prime or pay-option 
loans between Jan. 1, 2004 
and Dec. 31, 2008. People 
who are eligible will receive 
the settlement within the next 
two months.
Grand Rapids Mayor 
George Heart we 11 said he is 
not sure yet how the city will 
spend the money, which is 
coming from the $9.9 million 
settlement reached last year. 
'"/One tfi'ircf of the settlement 
will go to communities and 
agencies that can repair the 
damage caused by the lending 
practices.
Writers Series to bring 
Author Benjamin Drevlow
The GVSU Writers Series 
will bring author Benjamin 
Drevlow to the Allendale
• Campus on Tuesday.
His reading will be at 6:30 
p.m. in the Padnos Gallery in 
the lower level of the Calder 
Art Center.
Drevlow grew up in 
| Northern Wisconsin, just 
) off the shores of lake 
; Superior. He currently lives in
• Whitewater. Wis. and teaches
• at the University of Wisconsin- 
! Whitewater.
His collection of short 
) stories, “Bend with the Knees 
\ and Other Love Advice from 
; My Father,” won the 2006
• Many Voices Project and was
• published in fall of 2008 by
• New Rivers FVess.
Refreshments and a book 
signing will follow his reading.
I The event is free and open to 
l the public.
f
; Events planned for 
; Women's History Month
From a young women’s
• leadership conference to a
• talk about First Lady Michelle 
< Obama and a discussion by 
1 the director of a documentary 
! on Latina labor rights, many 
! events are planned at GVSU to
• celebrate March as Women’s 
\ History Month.
The events listed below
• are free and open to the public
• — most will be held on the 
« Allendale Campus, one event 
! is planned for Wealthy Theatre 
l in Grand Rapids.
The first event, “Young 
; Women, Strong leaders
• Conference,” is Friday and
• will be held in the Kirkhof
• Center.
«, Students from across 
: the state will learn about 
‘ leadership by women in 
\ many professional fields,
‘ including academics, politics 
and business. Leslie R. Wolfe, 
president of the Center for 
Women Policy Studies, will be 
the keynote speaker.
The conference is sponsored 
by the Michigan Women’s 
Commission and Michigan 
ACE Network for Women.
Serv to help veterans' return to college
Program aims to ease veterans ’ 
transition from battlefield to college life
By Lauren Fitch
GVL News Editor
Fortraditional college students, 
the flexibility and freedom of 
college life is a welcomed change 
from high school; but for veterans 
returning from active duty, it 
can be a source of anxiety and 
discomfort.
Serv, an educational program 
for veterans, has researched 
the best methods of educating 
veterans and 
addressing their 
concerns with 
college life.
In a
teleconference,
Director of Serv 
John Schupp 
said the most 
difficult parts 
of the transition 
are the change 
from a highly 
ordered life 
to much less 
structure, the 
drastic decrease 
of responsibility 
and the lack of truly critical 
choices required of veterans once 
they return to civilian life.
He said veterans face 
confusion,asking,“How can I get 
excited about English when it’s 
not life or death? Will a mission 
fail if I don’t go to class? No, so I 
don’t go to class.”
Steven Lipnicki, of Pew 
Campus Student Services, began 
to organize different members 
in the community to address 
these concerns of veterans a few
“At school, you go to 
class if you want, you 
dress how you want. 
In the Army, you've 
got your uniform 
pressed, your shoes 
shined. Here you're 
lucky if someone is 
wearing shoes.”
PATRICIA RASMUSSEN
GVSU SENIOR
months ago.
He said there are currently 
about 235 students attending 
GVSU who receive the GI 
Bill. However, some of these 
students may be dependents or 
surviving family members and 
not necessarily veterans.
Though GVSU will not be 
adopting the Serv program 
exactly, Lipnicki said he is 
planning on incorporating certain 
elements of it on campus.
Lipnicki has 
interviewed 
veterans to 
identify their 
needs and 
find ways to 
help with their 
difficulties, 
and the
Grand Rapids 
Veterans 
Center sent 
representatives 
to campus to 
help explain 
the benefits 
of college for 
veterans and 
provide counseling.
In the future, Lipnicki said 
he hopes to establish a group 
of staff members as a primary 
contact for veterans and organize 
more events on campus to allow 
the community to recognize its 
veterans.
Joseph Adams, a senior at 
GVSU who served in the Army 
Reserve Officers’ Training Corps 
and then the Air Force for six 
years, is involved in promoting 
veteran awareness on campus
Courtesy Photo / Staff Sgt. Jon Soucy, U.S. Army
Society enlistment: U.S. Army Sgt Bobby Gilbert (left) points out a building to Spc Jason Collins to watch for suspicious 
activity while providing security during a medical civic action program in Baghdad, on Feb. 29. Serv, a program adopted by 
GVSU, is designed to help military veterans adjust to the college life through counseling and support.
through the organization Stars 
and Stripes.
Adams, 29, started Stars and 
Stripes less than a month ago with 
the objective of giving veterans 
and civilian military supporters a 
place to connect.
“It’s an unconventional way to 
go to school,” Adams said of the 
age difference between him and 
traditional students.
Through the GI Bill and other 
military financial aid, Adams’ 
tuition and cost of living is 
covered, allowing him to focus 
on school rather than work.
“The military gave me the 
discipline to get good grades,” 
Adams said. “I got my partying
out while I was enlisted. I would 
have been distracted if I came to 
college right out of high school.”
Patricia Rasmussen, another 
veteran and GVSU senior, 
served in the Army for eight and 
a half years, first in Petroleum 
Operations Logistics and then in 
training other units.
She chose to come to GVSU 
because she was able to transfer 
the majority of the college credits 
she earned during her time in the 
Army to GVSU.
Rasmussen, a criminal justice 
major, said the hardest part of the 
transition to college life was the 
lack of structure compared to the 
military.
“At school, you go to class 
if you want, you dress how you 
want,” Rasmussen said. “In the 
Army, you’ve got your uniform 
pressed, your shoes shined. 
Here you’re lucky if someone is 
wearing shoes.”
Though Rasmussen described 
the transition as extremely 
difficult, she said the faculty and 
staff at GVSU were very helpful.
Roundtable discussion for staff 
and students on veteran programs 
are scheduled for April 6 at I 
p.m. and April 14 at 3 p.m. in the 
Kirkhof Center Room 2266.
news@ lanthorn .com
Grand Rapids welcomes 72 new U.S. citizens
By Chelsea Lane
GVl. Staff Writer
Many Grand Valley State University 
students have the chance to leam a foreign 
language or study abroad, but few will ever 
know what it feels like to become a citizen of 
another country and participate in their new 
homeland’s electoral process.
On Tuesday, at the Gerald R. Ford 
Museum in Grand Rapids,
72 people from 32 different 
countries officially became 
U.S. citizens.
The new citizens came 
from countries across 
the globe, including Iraq,
Ghana. Afghanistan,
Ireland and Vietnam.
In addition to the 
naturalization ceremony, 
representatives of
Secretary of State Terri 
Lynn l .and set up tables 
at the museum where 
participants could register 
to vote.
“Our new countrymen have worked so 
hard to get to this point.” I .and said. “But 
there’s one more step they can take - they 
can register to vote. Elections affect the 
communities we live in and the schools our 
children attend. 1 encourage everyone to 
register to vote so that all voices will be heard 
each and every time.”
The road to citizenship is made up of 
several different stages.
After applicants have lived in the U.S. for 
a specified number of months, which varies 
by case, they must undergo an interview
“In this tough 
economy, it is easy to 
focus on the negatives 
of this country, but we 
must not lose sight of 
what America 
really is.”
MICK DEDVUKAJ
DISTRICT DIRECTOR OF 
IMMIGRATION SERVICES
process to determine if they possess “good 
moral character.”
According to U.S. Bureau of Citizenship 
& Immigration Services, applicants may be 
deemed ineligible for a variety of reasons, 
ranging from a murder or aggravated 
felony conviction to exhibiting “habitual 
drunkenness.”
Applicants must then pass an English test 
and a civics test, proving 
they can read, write and 
speak simple English 
phrases and have basic 
know ledge of U .S. h istory 
and government.
Sample questions 
include: "Who becomes 
president of the U.S. if 
the president and the vice 
president should die?” 
and “Who wrote ‘The 
Star-Spangled Banner?”’ 
Finally, after swearing the 
Oath of Allegiance at a 
naturalization ceremony, 
officially become American
GVL / Kim Miller
Now American: New American citizens take photos with U.S. District Judge Janet T. Neff Seventy-two 
people from 32 different countries became American citizens on Tuesday at the Gerald R. Ford Museum in 
Grand Rapids. The naturalization process is difficult and takes an extended period of time.
applicants 
citizens.
District Director of Immigration Services 
Mick Dedvukaj, who spoke at the ceremony 
and is a naturalized citizen himself, 
encouraged the new citizens to get involved 
in the political process and value their rights 
as Americans.
“In this tough economy, it is easy to focus 
on the negatives of this country, but we must 
not lose sight of what America really is,” 
Dedvukaj said. “In America, people don’t 
care about where you come from; they care 
about who you are. There is no real distinction
between a citizen who was bom here and one 
who chose to come here.”
The 2008 election saw record voter 
turnout, particularly among youth voters.
But some Americans still view voting as 
more of a nuisance than a vital part of the 
democratic process.
District Judge Janet Neff, who presided 
over the naturalization ceremony, told the 
audience even a small act such as voting is an 
important aspect of America’s politics.
She urged them to act as civic role models 
by doing their part to participate.
“It is in some ways an end and some
ways a beginning,” Neff said. “But it is a 
very special day for those who are becoming 
citizens.”
She closed the ceremony with an excerpt 
from President Barack Obama’s inaugural 
address that she said she believes holds a 
powerful message for the new citizens.
‘“We know that our patchwork heritage 
is a strength, not a weakness.’” she said. 
"The people that walked across the stage this 
afternoon give evidence to that.”
clone® lanthorn c om
GVSU joins forces with GRPS to support centers of innovation
By Chelsea Ponstein
GVL Staff Writer
At the "state of our schools” 
address on Feb. 21, Grand Rapids 
Public Schools Superintcndant 
Bernard Taylor announced 
plans to expand the high school 
centers of innovation through a 
partnership with Grand Valley 
State University.
The Grand Rapids Area Pre- 
College Engineering School, one 
of the centers of innovation, will 
now include ninth grade students 
under the “state of schools” plans 
when it previously served only 
students in grades 10 through 12.
Along with other higher 
education institutions within 
Michigan, GVSU has supported 
and helped develop GRAWTEP, a 
program based on a college prep 
curriculum, and other centers of 
innovation.
“Taylor has shown great 
leadership in supporting the 
partnerships in developing and 
launching these programs.” said 
John Helmholdt. director of 
Communications and External 
Affairs for the GRPS. “Grand
Valley has been an absolutely 
wonderful partner for many 
years working closely with 
district representatives from the 
departments to support and be 
actively involved in the sch<x>ls."
GRPS centers of innovation are 
charter schoolsoffering specialized 
Cl—W to
improve student 
performance in 
certain areas of 
study.
“We are also 
getting ready 
to open a series 
of new high 
school ‘centers 
of innovation;’ 
each custom 
designed with 
the support, 
resources 
and expertise 
of some of the top employers, 
foundations and institutions in the 
region," Taylor said in his address.
One of the new high school 
centers of innovation, the School 
of Health Science and Technology, 
will be located adjacent to
“We are also getting 
ready to open a 
series of new high 
school 'centers of 
innovation;' each 
custom designed ...”
BERNARD TAYLOR
GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC 
SCHOOLS SUPERINTENDANT
the “medical mile” in Grand 
Rapids and partner with medical 
institutions including GVSU’s 
School of Health and Science.
Dr. Patricia Oldt, a GVSU 
education professor, along with 
other charter schools, was the one 
to pilot the process of the charter 
schools and 
the centers of 
innovation for 
the GRPS.
The centers 
of innovation 
began in
October 2007, 
Oldt said.
“GRPS 
launched the 
first center of 
innovation as a 
new education 
model that will 
expand choices 
and opportunities for students and 
their families,” Oldt said. “The 
purpose is to create an educational 
system that will successfully serve 
all students.”
The centers of innovation 
are supported by public-private
partnerships.
“Grand Valley has had 
a collaborative partnership 
with GRF*S,” Oldt said. “Any 
contributions the college can 
make, we try to be involved in.”
President Thomas J. Haas 
showed great interest and 
commitment to GRP^ and looked 
for ways to be a partner. Oldt 
added.
Sandra Burmeister, executive 
director of GR Af’CEP, said GVSU 
has been involved since the very 
beginning.
Faculty and students met with 
administrators from the GRP*S on 
a monthly basis to help plan the 
curriculum and ever since they 
have been on board, she said.
“In the future, we hope 
GVSU faculty can be teaching 
alongside us and GRF*S students 
can be more engaged on Grand 
Valley’s campus," said Mary 
Jo Kuhlman. executive director 
of Organizational (^earning 
at GRPS “We have learned a 
great amount from Grand Valley 
administrators ”
eponstein® lanthorn jcom
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Making strides: Superintendent of 
Grand Rapids Public Schools Bernard 
Taylor recently announced plans to 
partner with GVSU to expand high 
school centers of innovation
See more: Visit 
Lanthorn.com for
a web exclusive of 
a professor on the 
History Channel.
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Federal Reserve chairman 
predicts 2009 recession end
^ GVL DIGEST
Leno adds second free show for 
Michigan's unemployed
AUBURN HILLS, Mich 
(AP) — Jay Leno has added a 
second free show for the Detroit 
area’s unemployed.
Jeff Corey, a spokesman for 
the Palace of Auburn Hills, says 
the April 7 show has proven 
so popular, leno has added an 
April 8 date.
Corey says about 15,000 
people can attend each 
performance. Tickets will be 
distributed until they run out.
Hundreds lined up at the 
suburban venue early Monday 
morning to collect up to four 
tickets a person. They only had 
to say they’re unemployed to 
get tickets.
Leno has sa id the performance 
is for an area hard hit by high 
unemployment — especially the 
job losses at Detroit’s struggling 
automakers.
He is host of NBC’s 
“Tonight" show.
Teen turns to Web site for help 
getting into Notre Dame
MUSKEGON TOWNSHIP, 
Mich. (AP) — A high school 
senior from Michigan who 
wants to attend the University 
of Notre Dame has turned to the 
Internet for financial help.
Seventeen-year-old 
Rachel Harris spells out 
her case at her Web site 
I WantToGoToNotrcDame .com.
She says she has applied for 
admission to the school and 
expects to be accepted.
Harris says she carries a 
3.97 grade-point average and 
is ranked 10th in her class at 
Reeths-Puffer High School in 
Muskegon County’s Muskegon 
Township.
She says she has been 
accepted to the University of 
Michigan but hopes to raise 
enough money from donations 
through the site to attend the 
more expensive Notre Dame.
Harris plans to pursue 
a degree in biomolecular 
engineering and then attend 
medical school to become a 
pediatric endocrinologist.
Detroit delays response on 
plan for Tiger Stadium
DETROIT (AP) - The 
city of Detroit has delayed 
a decision on whether to 
approve or reject a nonprofit 
group’s plan to redevelop the 
remaining portion of historic 
Tiger Stadium.
Old Tiger Stadium 
Conservancy FYesident Thomas 
Linn says Monday’s deadline 
for a response to the group’s 
plan has been extended by a 
week, to Monday.
Much of the stadium was 
demolished last year. But 
a section extending from 
dugout to dugout was left 
standing while the conservancy 
developed a $33.4 million plan 
to transform the ballpark into 
a commercial building with 
exhibit space and a working 
ballficld.
The remainder of the 
stadium may be leveled if the 
plans are rejected.
Tiger Stadium opened in 
l912asNavin Field. TTie Tigers 
moved to nearby Comerica 
Park after the 1999 season.
Ex-governor speaks out against 
dismantling wetlands program
TRAVERSE CITY, Mich. 
(AP) — Former Gov. William 
Milliken is speaking out against 
Gov. Jennifer Granholm’s plan 
to dismantle the state’s wetland 
protection program.
Milliken is a Republican 
who signed the Michigan 
Wetland Protection Act into 
law in 1979. In a statement 
released over the weekend, 
he said wetlands benefit 
people and the economy by 
reducing flood damage while 
also providing crucial fish and 
wildlife habitat.
Milliken says the $2.1 
million that would be saved 
by dumping the program is not 
worth what would be lost. He 
says the program is a national 
model,and abandoning it would 
harm Michigan’s standing as a 
steward of the Great I^akes.
Granholm wants to tum 
regulation of Michigan 
wetlands over to the federal 
government, which she says 
has the resources to do a good 
job.
By Jeannine Aversa
AP Economics Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
America’s recession “probably” 
will end this year if the government 
succeeds in bolstering the banking 
system. Federal Reserve Chairman 
Ben Bemanke said Sunday in a rare 
television interview.
In carefully hedged remarks in 
a taped interview with CBS’ “60 
Minutes,’’ Bemanke seemed to 
express a bit more optimism that 
this cxHJld be done.
Still, Bemanke stressed — as 
he did to Congress last month — 
that the prospects for the recession 
ending this year and a recovery 
taking root next year hinge on a 
difficult task: getting banks to lend 
more freely again and getting the 
financial markets to work more 
normally.
“We’ve seen some progress in 
the financial markets, absolutely,” 
Bemanke said. “But until we 
get that stabilized and working 
normally, we’re not going to see 
recovery.
“But we do have a plan. We’re 
working on it. And, I do think that 
we will get it stabilized, and we’ll 
see the recession coming to an end 
probably this year.”
Even if the recession, which 
began in December 2007. ends 
this year, the unemployment rate
TSUKUBA, Japan (AP) - A 
new walking, talking robot from 
Japan has a female face that can 
smile and has trimmed down 
to 43 kilograms (95 pounds) to 
make a debut at a fashion show. 
But it still hasn’t cleared safety 
standards required to share the 
catwalk with human p 
models.
Developers at the 
National Institute 
of Advanced
Industrial Science 
and Technology, a 
government-backed 
organization. said 
their "cybernetic 
human,” shown 
Monday, wasn’t 
ready to help with daily chores 
or work side by side with people 
— as many hope robots will be 
able to do in the future.
“Technologically, it hasn’t 
reached that level,” said 
Hirohisa Hirukawa. one of 
the robot’s developers. "Even 
as a fashion model, people in 
the industry told us she was 
short and had a rather ordinary 
figure.”
For now. the 158 centimeter 
(62.2 inch) tall black-haired 
robot code-named HRP-4C — 
whose predecessor had weighed 
58 kilograms (128 pounds) — 
will mainly serve to draw and 
entertain crowds.
Developers said the robot 
may be used in amusement 
parks or to perform simulations 
of human movement, as 
an exercise instructor, for 
instance.
HRP-4C was designed to 
look like an average Japanese 
woman, although its silver-and- 
black body recalls a space suit. 
It will appear in a Tokyo fashion 
show — without any clothes — 
in a special section just for the 
robot next week.
The robotic framework for 
the HRP-4C, without the face 
and other coverings, will go
will keep climbing past the current 
quarter-century high of 8.1 percent, 
Bemanke said.
A growing number of 
economists think the jobless rate 
will hit 10 percent by the end of 
this year.
Asked about the biggest 
potential dangers now, Bemanke 
suggested a lack of “political will” 
to solve the financial crisis.
He said, 
though, that the 
United States has 
averted the risk 
of plunging into 
a depression.
Bernanke 
spoke at a time 
of rising public 
anger over 
financial bailouts 
using taxpayer 
money. Battling 
the worst
financial crisis 
since the 1930s, the government 
has put hundreds of billions of 
those dollars at risk to prop up 
troubled institutions and stabilize 
the banking system.
Institutions that have been 
thrown lifelines include American 
International Group Inc., Citigroup 
Inc., Bank of America Corp., 
mortgage giants Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac and others.
Democrats and Republicans
on sale for about 20 million 
yen ($200,000) each, and its 
programming technology will 
be made public so other people 
can come up with fun moves for 
the robot, the scientists said.
Japan boasts one of the 
leading robotics industries in 
the world.and the government is 
pushing to develop the industry 
as a road to growth. Automaker 
Honda Motor 
Co. has
developed 
Asimo, which 
can walk and 
talk, although it 
doesn’t pretend 
to look human.
Other robots, 
like the ones 
from Hiroshi 
Kobayashi at 
the Tokyo University of Science 
and Hiroshi Ishiguro at Osaka 
University, have more human-
on Capitol Hill have questioned 
the effectiveness of the rescue 
efforts and have demanded more 
information about how taxpayers’ 
money is being used.
The Fed chief on Sunday’s 
broadcast repeated his ire over the 
AIG bailout, saying that over the 
past 18 months, that was the case 
that angered him the most. He says 
he “slammed the phone more than 
a few times on 
discussing AIG.”
The 
government’s 
four efforts to 
save the troubled 
insurance giant 
total more than 
$170 billion. A 
collapse of AIG 
would have 
wreaked havoc 
on the global 
economy, the 
Fed has said.
AIG ignited fresh outrage over 
the weekend with news that it’s 
making $165 million in bonus 
payments to executives on Sunday, 
most of them in the unit that sold 
risky financial contracts that caused 
huge losses for AIG.
Bemanke admitted that the Fed 
could have done a better job of 
overseeing banks, but believes all 
the big banks the Fed regulates are 
solvent.
like faces and have been tested 
as receptionists.
But demands are growing 
for socially useful robots, such 
as ones that can care for the 
elderly and sick, said Yoshihiro 
Kaga, a government official in 
the trade and industry ministry.
“We want this market to 
grow as an industry,” he said.
The robot shown Monday 
has 30 motors in its body that 
allows it to walk and move its 
arms as well as eight motors on 
its face to create expressions 
like anger and surprise.
The big challenge in creating 
HRP-4C was making the parts 
small enough so it looks female, 
especially its thinner legs, said 
Shuuji Kajita, who leads the 
institute’s humanoid research 
group.
“But this is just the first 
step,” he said.
AP Photo / Kojt Sasahara
Next generation: A "cybernetic human" HRP-4C, designed to look similar to an 
average Japanese woman, looks surprised, opening its mouth and eyes in reaction 
during a demonstration in Tsukuba, near Tokyo, Monday The humanoid robot 
having a female face and black hair trimmed down to 43 kilograms (95 pounds) will 
make a debut at a fashion show later in the month.,
AP Photo / Evan Vucci
Banking confidence: Federal Reserve Board Chairman Ben Bernanke, center, stands with Senate Banking Committee 
Chairman Sen. Christopher Dodd, D-Conn., left, and the committee's ranking Republican Sen. Richard Shelby, R-Ala., right, on 
Capitol Hill in Washington, Feb. 24, prior to testifying before the committee
Walking, talking female robot to hit Japan catwalk
By Yuri Kageyama
AP Business Writer
A walking, 
talking 
Japanese 
female robot 
will debut at a 
fashion show.
“We've seen some 
progress in the 
financial markets, 
absolutely. But until 
we get that stabilized 
... we're not going to 
see recovery.”
BEN BERNANKE
FEDERAL RESERVE CHAIRMAN
AP Photo / Chris O'Meara
Rocket fire: The space shuttle Discovery lifts off Sunday at the Kennedy Space 
Center in Cape Canaveral, Fla Seven astronauts are beginning a 12-day mission 
to the international space station
Discovery nears 
space station as 
debris nears, too
Debris from Soviet 
satellite threatens 
international space 
station, astronauts
By Marcia Dunn
Associated Press Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. 
(AP) — Seven astronauts 
raced to the international 
space station aboard space 
shuttle Discovery on Monday, 
while NASA debated whether 
the orbiting outpost will need 
to move aside to dodge part 
of an old Soviet satellite.
Space station astronauts 
had a close call last week 
with a small piece of orbiting 
junk.
The three space station 
residents 
had to move 
into their 
emergency 
getaway 
capsule last 
week for about 
10 minutes 
because 
another piece 
of space junk 
came too close 
for comfort.
NASA has 
moved the 
space station 
out of the way of debris 
eight times in the past, most 
recently in August, according 
to NASA records.
A NASA spokesman said 
if the space station has to 
move, the shuttle will have 
to adjust its course slightly to 
be in position for docking on 
Tuesday.
The debris is from a 
satellite called Kosmos 1275, 
said NASA spokesman Bill 
Jeffs, who did not know the 
size of the piece.
Kosmos 1275 broke up 
somewhat mysteriously, said 
NASA orbital debris scientist 
Mark Matney.
It may have crashed with 
another object that wasn’t 
tracked and it made a cloud 
of 310 pieces of debris that 
are slowly falling into a lower 
orbit, he said.
The shuttle launch Sunday 
followed five delays that 
caused Discovery’s mission 
to be shortened by a day 
and canceled a planned 
spacewalk.
After a “first, quick look,” 
Bill Gerstenmaier, NASA’s 
associate administrator for 
space operations, said no
apparent debris came off the 
external fuel tank during the 
launch. Debris has been a 
concern for NASA since a ' 
piece flew off the fuet "tank 
and caused a breach in the * * 
wing of Columbia in 2003, 
dooming the shuttle and its 
seven crew members.
As insurance. Discovery’s 
crew planned to spend a good 
part of Monday examining the " 
shuttle’s thermal protection 
system with cameras and 
sensors attached to a boom 
which is hooked to the ' 
shuttle’s robotic arm.
Mission managers
said Sunday that despite 
shortening Discovery's stay " 
by a day, they would still “* 
be able to complete most ' 
of the tasks planned. The 
canceled spacewalk chores
will be tackled 
by the space '• 
station crew '* 
after Discovery “• 
leaves.
“It’s not a 
major setback 
to us,” said ''
Gerstenmaier. 
“We're able 
to accomplish '
everything we 
want.”
That includes {
dropping off the \
space station’s 
newest crew 1*
member: Japanese astronaut j 
Koichi Wakata, who is 1 
replacing U.S. astronaut 
Sandra Magnus. From i
Tokyo. Japan’s Chief Cabinet { 
Secretary Takeo Kawamura \
said he was relieved by the \ 
successful launch after the } 
delays.
Other tasks during the 13- 
day mission include installing 
the station's last pair of solar I 
wings so the orbiting outpost .4 \ 
can operate at full power. [ 
The crew will also deliver y | 
a replacement for a broken { 
machine that turns urine into j 
drinking water.
Problems with hydrogen t 
valves kept the shuttle 
grounded for weeks in ! 
February and then a hydrogen | 
leak during fueling prevented [ 
launch Wednesday.
I'he valves worked as they | 
should have and there were no 
leaks during fueling Sunday.
Discovery’s crew also 
included pilot Tony Antonelli 
and astronauts Joseph Acaba, 
Steve Swanson. Richard £2 
Arnold and John Philips. >2 
Acaba and Arnold are former % 
teachers. vS
“It's not a major 
setback to us. We're 
able to accomplish 
everything we 
want.”
BILL GERSTENMAIER
NASA ASSOCIATE 
ADMINISTRATOR FOR 
SPACE OPERATIONS
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By Paul Schemm
Associated Press Writer
CAIRO (AP) — Travelers 
to Egypt will soon be able to 
explore the inner chambers of the 
4,500-year-old “bent” pyramid, 
known for its oddly shaped 
profile, and other nearby ancient 
tombs, Egypt’s 
antiquities chief 
announced 
Monday.
The increased 
access to the 
pyramids south 
of Cairo is part of 
a new sustainable 
development 
campaign that 
Egypt hopes 
will attract more 
visitors but also 
to avoid some of 
the problems of 
the urban sprawl that have plagued 
the famed pyramids of Giza.
Egypt’s chief archaeologist, 
Zahi Hawass, said the chambers 
of the 330-foot-pyramid outside 
the village of Dahshur, 50 miles 
south of Cairo, will be opened 
for the first time to tourists within 
the next “month or two.’’ ’’This is
going to be an adventure,” he told 
reporters.
Dahshur’s bent pyramid is 
famous for its irregular profile. 
TTie massive tomb’s sides rise at a 
steep angle but then abruptly tapers 
off at a more shallow approach to 
the pyramid’s apex.
Archaeologists believe the 
pyramid builders 
changed their 
minds while 
constructing it out 
of fear the whole 
structure might 
collapse because 
the sides were too 
steep.
The pyramid 
is entered through 
a cramped 80 
meter-long tunnel 
that opens into an 
immense vaulted 
chamber. From there, passageways 
lead to other rooms including 
one that has cedar wood beams 
believed to have been imported 
from ancient Lebanon.
Hawass said archaeologists 
believe the 4th dynasty founder 
Pharaoh Sneferu’s burial chamber 
lies undiscovered inside the 
pyramid.
“It is amazing 
because of a 
maze of corridors 
underneath this 
pyramid - the visit 
will be unique.”
ZAHI HAWASS
EGYPT'S CHIEF 
ARCHAEOLOGIST
The inner chambers of the 
nearby Red pyramid, also built by 
Sneferu, arc already accessible to 
visitors. Hawass said several other 
nearby pyramids, including one 
with an underground labyrinth 
from the Middle Kingdom, would 
also be opened in the next year.
“It is amazing because of a 
maze of corridors underneath 
this pyramid — the visit will be 
unique,” said Hawass, about the 
pyramid of Amenhemhat III, who 
ruled during Egypt’s 12th dynasty 
from 1859-1813 BC.
“Twenty-five years ago, I went 
to enter this pyramid, and I was 
afraid I would never come back, 
and I had to ask the workmen to tie 
ropes around my leg so 1 wouldn’t 
lose my way,” he recalled.
Only 5 percent of tourists 
coming to Egypt visit the three 
pyramids of Dahshur, Hawass 
said.
He hoped increasing access to 
the monuments would bring more 
visitors. But he also cautioned that 
the Western fast food restaurants 
and hundreds of hawkers selling 
kitschy souvenirs near the Giza 
pyramids would not be allowed 
at Dahshur, which is currently 
surrounded by agricultural fields
AP Photo / Amr Nabil
Ancient travels: The crowded environment around the famous great pyramid of Giza, which is surrounded by hundreds of 
hawkers and Cairo's buildings, is seen in this April 14, 2007 file photo. Travelers to Egypt will soon be able to explore the inner 
chambers of the 4,500-year-old "bent" pyramid, announced the Egyptian antiquities chief Monday, as part of a comprehensive 
plan to conserve the area around the ancient monuments.
on one side and open desert on the 
other.
As part of an effort announced
Monday by Hawass and the United 
Nations.villagersnearDahshurwill 
be given economic opportunities
to increase local development 
including microfinance loans for 
small businesses.
Egypt to open inner chambers of 'bent' pyramid
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By Sarah El Deeb
Associated Press Writer
“Within a year, we 
don't want to see 
any foreign aid 
group dealing with 
a Sudanese citizen.”
OMAR AL-BASHIR
SUDANESE PRESIDENT
KHARTOUM. Sudan (AP) - 
Sudan’s president said Monday he 
wants all international aid groups 
out of the country within a year, 
insisting they can drop off supplies 
“at airports or seaports” and let 
Sudanese organizations Lake care 
of it.
Government officials later 
tried to downplay the president’s 
comments, calling his directive a 
"process” and stressing that U.N. 
agencies operating in Sudan would 
not be affected.
President Omar al-Bashir 
has already expelled 13 large 
foreign aid agencies, most of them 
operating in Darfur, accusing them 
of spying for an international court 
that issued an arrest warrant against 
him on March 4 for war crimes in 
the western Sudanese region.
He also shut down three local aid 
groups, including one of the largest 
operating in Darfur. The United 
Nations said those expulsions 
would leave millions at risk of a 
humanitarian crisis.
“Within a year, we don’t want 
to see any foreign 
aid group dealing 
with a Sudanese 
citizen,” al-Bashir 
said. “If they want 
to bring relief, let 
them drop it at 
airports or seaports. 
l>et the national 
organizations deal 
with our citizens.”
But Sudan’s 
humanitarian 
minister later
played down al- 
Bashir’s remarks. When as if his 
comments meant all international 
aid groups would be expelled from 
Darfur within a year, he said: “Not 
necessarily.”
State Minister for Humanitarian 
Affairs Ahmed Haroun told The
AP Photo / Nasser Nasser
Evicting aid: Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir, left, on top of a vehicle gestures to army soldiers during a pledge of 
allegiance rally for the military in Khartoum, Sudan, Monday. Sudanese army, police and security units pledged their allegiance 
to al-Bashir, vowing to defend him against the International Criminal Court arrest warrant.
Associated Press that ministers will 
draw a plan to work out a transition, 
which “under no circumstance 
includes the U.N. agencies ”
“We still have to put a plan 
together and discuss it. It is a 
process,” said Haroun, who is 
also wanted by the International 
Criminal Court 
for war crimes. 
Sudan refuses to 
hand him over.
The 
Netherlands 
b a s e d -1 C C 
accusesal-Bashir 
of orchestrating 
atrocities against 
civilians in 
Darfur, where 
his Arab-led 
government has 
been battling 
ethnic African rebels since 2003. 
Up to 300)000 people have been 
killed and 2.7 million have been 
driven from their homes.
Sudan denies the charges and 
says the figures arc exaggerated. 
The government had warned
that issuing the warrant could lead 
to spontaneous revenge attacks 
by enraged Sudanese, though it 
pledged to defend aid workers and 
diplomats in the country.
At Monday’s rally, al-Bashir 
again railed against foreign aid 
groups, which he accuses of 
providing the court with false 
testimony against him and his 
government and of profiting from 
the Darfur conflict.
Sudan, he said, must be cleared 
of “spies and agents” who “trade” 
in the Darfur crisis and warned 
remaining aid groups to respect 
Sudan's sovereignty or “pay the 
price.”
In recent days, government 
officials have stressed that the anger 
is directed at private charity and aid 
groups rather than U.N. agencies.
Al-Bashir said his government is 
ready to fill the gap. Late Sunday, he 
attended a fundraising conference 
by private businesses and civil 
groups in Sudan that raised some 
$115 million in pledges for Darfur 
aid.
R. B. Annis Water Resources Institute
Making a difference through research, education, and outreach
Student Highlight
Michael (Ben) Stacey
Fall 2008 Bill & Diana Wipperfurth Scholarship recipient
Ben worked with Drs. Carl Ruetz and Ryan Thum examining the spatial 
population patterns of the invasive round goby. Their project, “The genetic 
population structure of the invasive round goby along eastern Lake Michigan", 
provided an opportunity to conduct hands-on, rigorous scientific research and 
present that research at multiple conferences including the Van Andel Institute’s 
Undergraduate Science Research Conference in Grand Rapids, Michigan and the 
Midwest Fish and Wildlife Conference in Columbus, Ohio.
The Robert B. Annis Water Resources Institute at Grand Valley State University is 
committed to the study of freshwater resources, with a special emphasis on 
Michigan and the Great Lakes basin. Located in Muskegon, Michigan, the 
Institute’s mission is centered around three main programmatic areas:
• Research
• Education and outreach
• Information services
Applications are currently being accepted for the following intern/scholarship 
opportunities:
0. J. Angus-Scientech Educational Foundation Internships 
Robert B. Annis Foundation Undergraduate Student Internships 
Bill and Diana Wipperfurth Student Research Scholarship
For additional information go to: www.gvau.edu/wri/ and click on 
Undergraduata/Funding Opportunities.
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Afghan stars defecting on trips abroad
By Jason Straziuso
Associated Press Writer
KABUL (AP) - When 
Afghanistan’s hit singing contest 
“Afghan Star” holds its finale 
this week, one popular veteran 
of the TV series won’t be there: 
the show’s r
“Everybody knows why 
they are fleeing - they 
want... citizenship in 
other countries.”
longtime host.
“Afghan 
Star,” an
American 
I d o I - s t y I e 
singing 
contest, sent 
host Daoud 
Sediqi to
Utah’s 
Sundance 
Film Festival 
in January, where the affable 
Afghan watched a film in which 
he starred collect two prizes, 
including the audience prize for 
world documentary.
Sediqi never returned.
The same goes for a female 
athlete on Afghanistan’s Olympic 
team while training for the Beijing 
games last summer. And last 
month three players and a trainer 
on the country’s junior soccer 
(football) team disappeared in 
Europe.
For years, Afghans have 
slipped across the border illegally 
to seek work in Iran or Pakistan, 
where wages are several times
higher than in impoverished 
Afghanistan. Others have fled 
endemic violence.
But in recent months even 
the country’s stars have sought a 
better life overseas.
“Everybody knows why they 
are fleeing — 
they want to
SAYED MAHMOOD ZIA 
DASHTI
AFGHANISTAN OLYMPIC 
COMMITEE DEPUTY CHIEF
get citizenship 
in other
countries. 
First, we have 
big economic 
problems, 
and we’ve 
also faced 30 
years of war,” 
said Sayed 
Mah mood Zia 
Dashti. deputy 
chief of Afghanistan’s Olympic 
Committee. ‘They want to help 
their families. It’s difficult to 
control this.”
Last month Afghanistan’s 
junior soccer team traveled 
to Germany for training. But 
three players — all aged 16 — 
and a trainer disappeared. On 
future trips, the federation will 
ask players to give a financial 
guarantee they will return, said 
Karamuddin Karim, president of 
the country’s football federation.
“It’s a very big problem for us, 
and it give us a bad name,” Karim 
said.
Last summer, 19-year-old 
runner Mehboba Ahdyar, the 
only female on Afghanistan’s 
Olympics team, fled a training 
camp in Italy and sought political 
asylum in Norway.
Even the presidential palace 
isn’t immune. Last September 
during the U .N. General Assembly 
in New York, an aide in the media 
office, Ahmad Razi, skipped the 
flight back to Kabul and now 
lives in Canada, according to an 
official at the palace who asked 
not to be named because of the 
nature of the information.
A December study by the 
U.N. refugee agency found that 
widespread poverty and average 
annual salaries of just $800 send 
Afghan jobseekers to Iran, where 
wages are four times higher. They 
send back an estimated $500 
million per year, some 6 percent 
of Afghanistan’s gross domestic 
product, the report found.
Defections overseas make 
some institutions hesitant to 
sponsor Afghans to go on foreign 
trips.
An international consultant 
who works on a ministry training 
project said he recently needed to 
send several Afghan employees 
to Canada for software training.
But Afghan officials asked 
that another destination be 
chosen, because they were afraid
AP Photo / Musedeq Sa<J«q
Fleeing stars: Omid Nezami, right, the new host of the hit singing contest "Afghan Star," speaks during a press conference of the 
two finalists of the show, Mehran Gulzar, left, and Navid Frogh, center, in Kabul, Afghanistan on Sunday Nezami became the sol^ 
host after the previous host fled to the United States during a trip to the Sundance Film Festival in January.
the Afghans would seek asylum, 
said the consultant, who asked 
not to be identified because he 
wasn’t authorized to release the 
information.
One of the Afghans never came 
back. the consultant said. Because 
of that, and the ministry’s request, 
future training will be held in 
Africa or Southeast Asia, where 
Afghans might be less likely to 
flee, he said.
After the “Afghan Star” host 
Sediqi fled, it created a prime 
opportunity for Omid Nezami; 
his replacement.
The 24-year-old Nezami was 
a contestant on “Star” last year, 
placing sixth. This year he was 
asked to co-host. Now the show 
is his. This year’s finale is Friday.
“I started as a co-host, shoulder 
to shoulder, face to face, close 
to Daoud Sediqi, and he was
explaining everything to m<?v” 
Nezami said. “And one thipg 
is really interesting to me that 
Daoud was saying: ‘Pretend that 
next year I am not here. You w'tll 
be the host. What will you do?’.v
Nezami, who also works ps 
a flight attendant, says he has 
had many opportunities to flee 
to Europe, but that he would 
rather live in Afghanistan, given 
Europe’s high cost of living. »
Madagascar: Dozens of soldiers seize a palace
AP Photo / Jerome Delay
Power shift: In this Jan. 31 file photo, Antananarivo's mayor Andry Rajoelina 
gestures to supporters after an anti-government rally in Antananarivo, Madagascar. 
Madagascar's isolated president has rejected the opposition party's claims it now 
controls the government. Opposition leader Andry Rajoelina on Saturday proclaimed 
himself president, appointed a prime minister as head of a new transitional 
government and gave President Marc Ravalomanana four hours to quit.
By Lovasa Rabary- 
Rakotondravony
Associated Press Writer
ANTANANARIVO, 
Madagascar (AP) — Dozens of 
soldiers broke down the gates 
of an unoccupied presidential 
palace Monday and took over 
the building after Madagascar’s 
opposition leader called on the 
military to arrest the president.
The president was in another 
palace in the capital of the Indian 
Ocean island nation.
An AP reporter watched as 
the soldiers drove an armored 
vehicle through the gates of the 
palace, which is usually used
for ceremonial occasions. The 
building appeared deserted.
The soldiers set off two 
explosions and fired shots, and 
later broke windows and doors 
in the palace 
compound.
A colonel 
leading what 
appeared to be 90 
soldiers told The 
Associated Press 
that the operation 
was not an attack 
on the president.
He said the 
soldiers simply 
wanted to control the building, 
the site of deadly clashes between
anti-government protesters and 
the army this year.
The soldiers, who did not give 
their names, said they were part 
of Madagascar’s “new” army, 
an apparent 
reference to 
a faction that 
has declared 
it will no 
longer accept 
orders from 
President Marc 
Ravalomanana.
The 
president 
is accused 
of misspending public funds 
and undermining democracy.
About 90 soldiers 
took over an 
unoccupied 
presidential palace 
in Madagascar on 
Monday.
Opposition leader Andry Rajoel i na 
declared himself president of 
a transitional government over 
the weekend and promised new 
presidential elections within twjo 
years. fl
Ravalomanana said he 
would not surrender power. The 
breakaway army faction has not 
explicitly backed Rajoelina but 
the split in the military has greatly 
weakened the president.
Both men have been able to 
draw crowds to street protests 
in recent days, but with people 
in the country waiting on the 
sidelines, it is unclear whether 
either has much popular support 
after weeks of confrontation.
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With summer classes from Central Michigan University 
Off-Campus Programs, you can still go home, sleep in late, 
get a job, and have time for your friends.
It’s all about quality aMconvenience
Attend a Michigan center near you for a great face-to-face 
CMU experience, or take an online course wherever you 
want (fuzzy bunny slippers optional).
Online bachelor’s and master’s courses or 
face-to-face classes at 12 CMU Centers
Open Registration tor summer term begins April 13,2009.
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OPINION
EDITORIAL--------------------------------------------------
Funding hiccups
The new process for Student Senate allocation 
should be commended, but it seems to be causing 
delays and problems that could potentially affect 
student organizations.
There have been a lot of new processes this year in regards to Student 
Senate allocation for student organizations. Rather than going one by one 
through each student organization, Student Senate has smaller classification 
councils to determine how much funding student organizations will receive.
The smaller councils certainly make things easier as student organizations 
only have to fight other groups similar to their own for funds. However, with 
the new process moving rather slowly this year, many organizations have not 
yet received a number as to how much will be given for next year.
With the struggling economy, many student organizations are being forced 
to plan ahead, more ahead than usual. Budgets need to be set for next year 
and some have even begun to do so, or at least want to do so.
Student Senate should be commended for their efforts with this new 
system and it’s understandable the new process may need the kinks worked 
out of it. But problems should have been expected, and Student Senate should 
have prepared for problems to arise.
Student Senate has been working diligently to get this process complete, 
and have done so in unfamiliar territory. A new process can be difficult, but it 
should not be the student organizations that suffer.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR ---------------------------
Last week the West Michigan Drug 
Enforcement Team, comprised of the 
Michigan State Police and Ottawa 
Country Sheriff, conducted a search at 
an apartment in Georgetown Township, 
south of Grand Valley’s main campus 
in Allendale. During this event, a Grand 
Valley student, Derek Copp of Spring 
Arbor, Michigan, was shot by one of the 
law enforcement officers.
The fact that this incident took 
place off-campus diminishes neither 
my interest nor my concern. The 
university’s campus security staff was 
not involved. Like many of you, I await
a full and complete explanation from 
law enforcement, and I have made a 
formal request for such information.
I want to know what brought the 
Enforcement Team to Derek’s apartment 
and why firearms were deployed.
1 want to wish Derek a complete 
recovery. My office has been in touch 
with Derek to offer any accommodation 
that may be needed in furtherance of 
his studies. As of today. Derek remains 
hospitalized in Grand Rapids.
Thomas J. Haas 
GVSU president
On behalf of the student body. 
Student Senate would like to wish 
Derek (Copp) a full and complete 
recovery. The Student Senate will 
work with administration to do 
whatever we can to make a smooth 
transition back to Grand Valley upon 
his return.
Even though this incident took 
place off-campus. Student Senate is
This letter is in response to the article 
; in last Thursday’s issue of the Lanthorn 
- titled “Haas approaches House for
* funds.’’ I don’t need to be an Economics
* major to understand that Grand Valley 
I State University’s impending financial 
' struggles are a direct result of its recent 
I spending spree.
* One simply needs to take a walk 
3 through the new Honors building to
understand my concern. The place is 
a veritable Taj Mahal. Why purchase 
high-definition flat screen televisions 
I if all you are going to do is use them 
I to post upcoming events? Bulletin
* boards work just as well. The Taj even 
boasts a classroom with three projection 
screens that are rumored to have set the
-[university back S50/XX).
greatly concerned with the actions of 
the law enforcement team. Student 
Senate will await a full and complete 
explanation from the Michigan State 
Police. Like all students, we want to 
know why the West Michigan Drug 
Enforcement Team entered Copp’s 
apartment and why a firearm was used.
GVSU Student Senate
We all want our campus to look 
impressive, but things like the cement 
pillars in the courtyard between 
Mackinac’s wings and DPS’s Segways, 
apart from looking downright silly, are 
completely unnecessary.
The audacity of President Haas 
to ask for more money from the state 
government while Flint and 1-96 are in 
shambles is upsetting. I wish GVSU 
would stop using the huge amounts of 
private contributions it receives to make 
our campus look impressive and start 
using those funds to help students pay 
for rising tuition costs.
Dan Michniewicz 
GVSU junior
<$rmb yallep %an thorn
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The student-run newspaper of Grand Valley State University
Editorial Page Board
Alicia Alabbas Editor in Chief
Eric Lee Business Manager 
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Valley Vote
Did the sheriff's deputy who shot Derek 
Copp act with just cause?
Yes: 26.42%
This week s question:
Is the development of advanced 
robotics a threat to humans?
No: 73.58%
®Vote online atLanthorn.com
GVL OPINION POLICY -
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley 
I .anthorn opinion page is to stimulate 
discussion and action on topics of interest 
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of 
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
The Grand Valley I .anthorn welcomes 
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles 
of expression for reader opinions: letters 
to the editor, guest columns and phone 
responses.
Letters must include the author’s name 
find be accompanied by current picture 
identification if dropped off in person. 
Letters will be checked by an employee of 
the Grand Valley lanthorn.
• Letters appear as space permits each
issue. The limit for letter length is one 
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and 
condense letters and columns for length 
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley lanthorn will not be 
held responsible for emirs that appear in 
print as a result of transcribing handwritten 
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld 
for compelling reasons.
The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved by 
nor necessarily represent those of the 
university, its Board of Trustees, officers, 
faculty and staff.
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YOUR INSIGHTS
Should anything happen to the deputy 
who shot Derek Copp?
"Without knowing 
everything it’s a hard 
judgment call to make.
I think what he did 
was shady and 1 think 
he should definitely be 
punished in some way."
"If there was no reason 
for him to shoot the 
student, he should be 
charged. But 1 don't 
know all the details of 
what happened."
"1 think he needs to 
be put on probation or 
something more severe 
because there are better 
ways he could have 
handled the situation.
For example, he could 
have used a taser gun or 
pepper spray*
"1 definitely don't think 
he should have gotten 
a paid vacation. 1 think 
he should be prosecuted 
like anyone else who 
shoots an innocent 
person*
"1 think he should be 
punished because Derek 
(Copp) wasn't really a 
threat. He should have 
to take unpaid time off 
of work*
Josh Gesselman
Junior
Nursing
Crystal, Mich.
Dean Waldron
Junior
Therapeutic Recreation 
and Psychology
Clamika Prince
Junior
Health Professions
Chicago, III.
Jesse Otten
Junior
Chemistry
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Trina Putnam
Freshman
Business
Fruitport, Mich.
Big Rapids, Mich.
GVL STUDENT OPINION
I heart truth: Adult stem cells work
If ignorance is bliss, 
those who favor embryonic 
stem cell research over adult 
stem cell research must be 
ecstatic. Contrary to what 
was insinuated about me this 
week, I would love to see 
the government fund more 
scientific research that will 
produce life-saving results. My 
one requirement is that there 
will be results.
Stem cell research is a 
blanket term, encompassing 
research using cord cells, 
embryonic or adult stem cells. 
It is frightening so many 
college-age students, members 
of the supposed “information 
generation” are oblivious to 
the existence of any stem cell 
research other than embryonic. 
The media is no expert. Is
there more than one kind of 
stem cell research? Yes.
Embryonic stem cell 
research has yielded no usable 
results. I am not making a 
claim that is unsubstantiated. 
These cells can morph 
into different cell types - 
uncontrollably. Malignant and 
cancer cells are formed very 
often from embryonic stem 
cells. Tumor growth in animals 
- and humans has resulted 
from the use of embryonic 
stem cells. No successful 
treatments or cures have 
been discovered through the 
use of embryonic stem cells. 
Funding embryonic stem cell 
research is an attempt to invent 
the wheel - when there is 
already a working prototype in 
alternative stem cell research.
Adult stem cells are not 
tumor-forming. To obtain 
these stem cells does not 
require the destruction of 
human life. Already more 
than 70 successful reported 
treatments, and in some
cases, cures were derived 
from adult stem cells. 
Treatments including: Spinal 
cord injuries, diabetes and 
Parkinson’s disease - still 
only on the horizon with 
embryonic stem cells. 
Scientists have discovered 
ways of making skin cells 
behave like stem cells — 
no humans harmed in the 
process. Alternative stem 
cell research methods have 
already been used to treat 
many fatal diseases ... and 
this is only the beginning.
I would think it is obvious 
I do not base my opinion 
solely on what is said in 
the Bible, and I refuse to 
be pigeonholed as such. 
Being pro-life does not 
inhibit my ability to form 
an informed opinion. My 
political tendencies do not 
automatically skew my 
perception of the truth. As 
far as stem cell research goes 
- I cast my lot with the type 
that will be most beneficial.
Regardless of my religious 
affiliation or spiritual beliefs
- the facts state adult stem 
cells hold the most promise. 
Numerous scientists and 
logic are on my side.
We all hope for the same 
outcome. No one, young or 
old, should be put through the 
torture of these debilitating 
diseases. Unfortunately, most 
of us know someone who 
has. Several years ago my 
grandma lost her fight with 
leukemia. She could have 
benefited from the advances 
currently being made by 
adult stem cell research.
Let’s stop the controversy
- do not support embryonic 
stem cell research just 
because the conservatives 
say not to. American citizens 
are hoping for cures. Support 
the advancement and federal 
funding of the research that 
will provide them - adult 
stem cell research.
scommet@ lanthorn .com
Darfuris have right to life — right to aid
Patricia
Saenz
(A 1. (iilnnuiist
I often get into debates 
on whether it is our 
responsibility to help fellow 
human beings, or if we 
simply have the freedom to 
help people if we so choose.
However, there is never 
a debate over the value of 
life. Individuals, regardless 
of where they are in the 
world, have a right to life. In 
addition, they need to have 
the freedom to be able to 
sustain life, such as having 
access to clean water and 
other essentials.
As I follow the news day 
after day, I find people all 
over the world who need 
help, those who do not have 
access to clean water or who 
cannot expect to be protected 
from their government.
It becomes difficult to 
decide who needs help the
most. After all, a life is a life.
Nevertheless, a decision 
must be made, and people 
begin helping out people in 
different countries and in 
different areas around the 
US.
It is unfortunate, however, 
when politics begin to 
interfere with the process of 
someone helping a fellow 
human who clearly needs 
their assistance.
I was deeply saddened 
when I read the Sudanese 
government had expelled a 
dozen major international 
agencies from Darfur.
Many of the agencies are 
not allowed back to Sudan. 
Those who remain have been 
put on notice. These agencies 
provide a great deal of the 
food, water and medicine to 
the 2.75 million refugees who 
live in temporary camps in 
Darfur.
This action by the 
Sudanese governments 
comes after last week’s 
indictment of President Omar
al-Bashir by the International 
Criminal Court.
There is no doubt the 
purpose of the indictment 
was to hold Bashir 
responsible for all the 
horrors of Darfur. Some 
type of action taken by the 
Sudanese government after 
learning of the indictment 
was expected. However, 
it came as a shock when 
the Sudanese government 
decided to expel the non­
governmental organizations 
that are helping sustain the 
life of their people. Although 
there are no clear reasons, 
it is speculated these aid 
agencies were expelled for 
allegedly being involved in 
a conspiracy to supply the 
ICC with the evidence to 
prosecute FVesident Bashir 
and his henchmen.
leaving the speculating 
to the speculators, I 
immediately tried to think of 
how l could do something.
As a columnist and a student, 
I do not have as lai^e a
sphere of influence. Still, 
writing about this issue 
may bring some attention 
to the situation. It is not the 
government, a country or an 
organization who will suffer 
from this decision by Bashir. 
It's the people of Sudan who 
will suffer; individuals who 
have done nothing wrong are 
being refused the right to life.
It is admirable the 
Darfuris are supporting the 
very indictment, which will 
in turn punish them. Even as 
the politics of the indictment 
are hurting them by taking 
away their outside aid. the 
Darfuris are showing justice 
is very important to them. 
Therefore, in respect to the 
Darfuris, the international 
community needs to put 
all their weight behind the 
indictment.
More importantly, whether 
it is our responsibility or not, 
we all need to help restore the 
freedom to life in Darfur
psaenz@ lanthorn jcom
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Conference on Americas to bring Latin America to GR
Tenth annual Conference on the Americas to showcase lectures, exhibits
By Lauren Sibula
GVL Senior Reporter
Latin America may be thousands 
of miles from West Michigan, but 
it will relocate in downtown Grand 
Rapids this weekend.
The 10th Conference on the 
Americas, hosted by Grand Valley 
State University’s Latin American 
Studies Program, will take place 
Friday and Saturday. This year’s 
conference, “Immigration: The Art 
and Politics of Movement,” will 
feature immigrant 
art and will focus 
on issues relating 
to immigrants in 
higher education 
and immigration 
policy in the U.S.
After lunch, 
keynote speaker 
Erik Camayd- 
Freixas, of Florida 
International 
University, 
will present
“Enlightened 
Immigration 
Reform: The Manifold Path.”
Camayd-Freixas will examine 
the current immigration crisis, 
analyze the political impasse 
and outline what he sees as the 
key for the manifold path toward 
enlightened immigration reform and 
the restoration of American values.
Immigrants comprise more than 
12 percent of the U.S. population .and 
their children comprise more than 
20 percent, according to statistics
posted on http:///www.urban.org. If 
current trends continue, children of 
immigrants will represent at least 
a quarter of all U.S. children by 
2010.
Freshman Christina Marie 
Dirmeikis is Hispanic and said she 
believes immigrants face harsh 
stereotypes in the U.S.
“I hear the stereotype that 
immigrants only want to marry 
Americans to get citizenship and 
steal our jobs,” Dirmeikis said.
She said she felt stereotyped when 
a fellow GVSU 
student credited 
her acceptance 
into college to her 
Hispanic heritage.
“Every race has 
a stereotype and the 
Hispanic stereotype 
is that they are not 
well-educated,” 
Dirmeikis said. 
“In high school 1 
had some teachers 
who didn’t put as 
much effort toward 
teaching Hispanic 
students because they didn't think 
they had the ability to learn as 
much.”
Aside from presentations, 
speeches and panels, the Conference 
of the Americas will feature artwork 
reflecting life in the Americas. 
Local Latino artists will be featured 
and local youths work will have an 
exhibit as well.
Throughout the day, from 8 a m. 
to 6 p.m., attendees will have the
opportunity to view “Our Identities, 
Our Lives ... Through Photography 
and Texts: An exhibit by Grand 
Rapids Latino Youth," an exhibit in 
the Eberhard Center West Gallery.
Featured local artist Erick 
Pichardo’s exhibit, “L.as huellas del 
silencio/Tracks of Silence” will be 
on display throughout the day in the 
Exhibit Area as well. At 8:45 a m. 
he will discuss his artistic vision.
Also in the Exhibit Area, featured 
local artists will speak about 
their exhibit, “Artistas Unidos/ 
Artists United.” They will address 
their art as an expression of the 
Latino struggle and challenges that 
immigrants face.
To conclude a long day of cultural 
discussion. Pa' lo hondo will 
perform a presentation of Caribbean 
rhythms. The experimental music 
group is organized and directed by 
Erick Pichardo.
The closing session will take 
place from 5:45 to 6:15 p.m. in the 
auditorium of the Eberhard Center. 
The film "Agua con sal” will also 
be presented with a discussion, and 
several other classes throughout the 
day.
Dirmeikis said students should 
attend the conference to expose 
themselves to issues that face 
different cultures.
“When you see the struggles 
others face and learn about their 
heritage, you learn that we aren’t 
that different,” she said.
lsibula@ lanthorn .com
“When you see the 
struggles others face 
and learn about their 
heritage, you learn 
that we aren't that 
different.”
CHRISTINA MARIE 
DIRMEIKIS
GVSU FRESHMAN
GVL Archive / Mary Rea
Exchanging notes: Dr Shango Alamu, of musical group 'Jewels of Nature," shares his 
handmade instruments with attendees of the Conference on the Americas in a previous year. This 
year's conference will be held Friday and Saturday, primarily at the Eberhard Center
i Poker tournament antes 
up for Relay for Life
: Black Student Union to raise money in 2009 No Limit Texas 
Hold'em Poker Tournament that will take place this weekend
By Allison Bleeker
GVL Staff Writer
People commonly associate 
poker with sunglasses, big name 
celebrities and high financial 
stakes, but not typically with 
charity.
However, students at Grand 
Valley State University have 
the chance to play poker and 
raise money for a good cause.
The 2009 No Limit Texas 
Hold’em Poker Tournament, 
hosted by the Black Student 
Union, will help raise money 
for Relay for Life.
“The poker tournament was 
chosen because it is one of 
the most popular, recreational 
activities that people participate 
in and enjoy,” said Ytonia 
Enge, fundraising chair for 
Black Student Union. “Also, 
Black Student Union would 
like to uphold our ‘Unity 
Without Exclusion* motto, and 
this tournament will be able to 
attract everyone on campus.”
The game will be No Limit 
Texas Hold’em, and students 
will play in accordance to the 
Texas Hold'em rules.
The entry fee for the 
tournament is $10. and re­
entry is allowed for the first 
45 minutes of play. After that 
time has expired, or once a 
player's chip level has dropped 
to zero, they cannot re-enter the 
tournament.
Each player in the tournament 
will receive a wristband, 
which indicates their number. 
Participants must wear the 
wristband at all times because 
the number on the wristband 
will be used to determine 
seating arrangements.
“'There are cash prizes 
for first, second and third 
place winners," Enge said. 
“The winning amount will 
be determined by how many 
people play. So the more 
participants, the more money 
will be dispersed.”
Students interested in 
participating may register in 
advance at tables set up in 
Kirkhof Center through today.
There is also a $1 admission 
fee for students who would just 
like to watch the tournament.
“Students should participate 
in this event because it is for a 
good cause and it is a way to 
bring the community of Grand 
Valley closer together, but in
a competitive manner,” Enge 
said.
Proceeds of the tournament 
will go toward Relay for Life, 
which is scheduled for April.
Participants in Relay for Life 
are encouraged to create or join a 
team and raise 
money for the 
event through 
fundraising, 
such as
the poker
tournament.
“Ithinkfthe 
tournament) 
is a great 
opportunity to 
get different 
people around 
campus in the 
same room 
and interact 
over something as simple as a 
card game,” said Black Student 
Union member Glendolyn 
Turner. “People should come 
out and participate just to have 
a good time and meet new 
people.”
The tournament and Relay 
for Life uphold the same ideals 
as BSU. said member Courtney
Overall.
“I think students should 
participate in this tournament 
because first off, it’s going to 
be fun,” Overall said. “Second, 
we’re trying to raise money for 
BSU, which is an organization 
on campus 
that is all 
about unity, 
not just among 
Black people 
but all people. 
We accept 
everybody 
who wants 
to join, and 
this is just 
an event to 
come together 
socialize, 
have fun and 
support the 
unity that BSU stands for."
The 2009 No Limit Texas 
Hold’em Poker Tournament 
will begin at 6 p.m. Friday, and 
end on Saturday at I a.m. The 
tournament will be held in the 
Kirkhof Center Grand River 
Room.
uhleeker@ lanthorn .com
GVl Photo Wuitiatior I Andrew Mills
Jackpot hand: A royal flush is shown during a quick game of poker The 2009 
No Limit Texas Hold'em Poker Tournament, sponsored by the Black Student 
Union, will begin Friday at 6 p m in the Grand River Room
The poker tournament 
was chosen because 
it is one of the most 
popular, recreational 
activities that people 
participate in and 
enjoy.”
YTONIA ENGE
BLACK STUDENT UNION 
FUNDRAISING CHAIR
GVL I Kim Miller
Campus praise: Students gather every first Monday of the month to worship and praise God at Campus Ministry's Campus 
Praise rallies. During the gathering, students sing songs, have a chance to meditate and listen to an inspirational speaker
Campus Christians 
gather at GVSU for CPU
Monthly Campus 
Praise Rally brings 
students together 
to praise, worship
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Laker Life Editor
CPR can stand for 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation; 
however, Monday night in the 
Kirkhof Center Grand River 
Room, campus Christians gave 
the letters a different meaning.
Hosted by Campus Ministry, 
the Campus Praise Rally is a 
monthly gathering for students to 
praise through the Word, prayer, 
music and other forms of worship, 
said Music and Worship Director 
Sarah Schripsema. Christians from 
various student organizations and 
Christian denominations have the 
chance to unite in this one service.
“It’s important for Christians to 
see they are not alone and others 
can be excited and passionate with 
them," Schripsema said.
CPR encourages worship in 
several ways, including prayer and 
meditation, but especially through 
music, which is a biblical form of 
praise, Schripsema said.
“Everyone has a voice, whether 
they like it or not,” she said. 
“They can offer their voices up in 
worship.”
The meeting began with music 
led by Schripsema and several
other musicians.
Attendees gathered in the 
Grand River Rwm to reflect on 
questions posted on an overhead 
projector.
Some questions read: “Who 
needs a kind act, a gracious word 
or helping hand? What attitude, 
action habit or pattern in my life 
needs to 
change so 
I can live 
more for 
you? What 
have you 
done, and 
what are 
you doing 
to show me 
your love 
and grace?”
At one 
point,
Adjunct 
Pastor 
Kevin Harney claimed the stage 
to deliver a message about the 
need for silence, especially when 
listening for the voice of God.
“We live in a noisy world, 
and we choose to keep plugging 
ourselves in,” he said. “It’s not 
necessarily a bad thing.”
Another campus minister 
confiscated Harney’s BlackBcrry, 
cell phone and “backup" cell 
phone.
“It would be easier to hear if 
we were silent,” Harney said, after 
being stripped of his electronics. 
“Be together the sheep, and listen
for the voice of the shepherd.”
The meeting concluded with 
another round of singing.
Sophomore Jenna Lee said she 
has come to almost every Campus 
Praise Rally since she started 
coming to Grand Valley State 
University.
“I enjoy coming to CPR 
because they can 
take my mind off 
studying or what 
I need to get done 
so I can focus on 
God,” she said.
This semester, 
rallies have
focused on a theme 
of the Holy Spirit.
For the final 
gathering of 
the semester, 
upperclassmen 
will give
testimonies on 
how the Holy Spirit has worked in 
their lives.
The final CPR of the semester 
will take place April 13 in Kirkhof 
Center’s Grand River Room at 9 
p.m.
laker life® lanthorn com
See more:
Visit Lanthorn.com 
for a web exclusive 
story on Community 
Outreach Week.
“It's important for 
Christians to see they 
are not alone and 
others can be excited 
and passionate with 
them. *
SARAH SCHRIPSEMA
MUSIC AND WORSHIP 
DIRECTOR
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Bracket
March Madness is here and the time has come to fill out those tournament brackets
m SWj
U»‘
? * V
After months of anticipation, it is 
finally here. The most wonderful time 
of the year. Forget Christmas and New 
Year’s, forget the Super Bowl and most 
of all, forget next season’s finale of “The 
Bachelor.”
Today marks the 
beginning of another 
season of March 
Madness.
Before the 2009 
NCAA basketball 
tournament unfolds, there 
are many intriguing story 
lines.
One includes the 
University of Michigan’s 
first trip to the Big Dance 
since 1998 - a year when “Titanic" topped 
box office sales. Korn and N’Sync battled 
it out for the top spot on Total Request 
Live and the average annual cost of a 
gallon of gas was $1.15.
However, let’s not get too carried 
away here. As a self-proclaimed March 
Madness expert, I am here to explain why 
this is the most beautiful and exciting time 
of the year.
March Madness 
2009 is the 
University of 
Michigan’s first trip 
to the big dance 
since 1998.
First of all. and this goes for the 
diehards out there, you get to experience 
the excitement of grown men screaming 
their lungs out. Yes, I’m talking about 
the legend that is CBS announcer and 
Detroit-native Gus Johnson with his most 
famous “Rise and Fire” catch phrase, and 
his memorable last second calls of past 
tournaments. Johnson makes the game 
so exciting that he could make the sport 
“curling” worthwhile to view.
Second, there is so much drama that 
builds into the teams involved in the 
Dance. It is not very often that you get 
to cheer for a school you never even 
knew existed, such as 
Binghamton University, 
against hated perennial 
powerhouses, such as * 
Duke University, and 
hope the underdog comes 
out on top. Because of 
how unpredictable the 
tournament is, you never 
know who is going to pull 
off the improbable upset.
Third, you don’t have 
to be a rocket scientist 
when it comes to filling out a bracket. 
Every year. I find myself doing about four 
to five brackets before the games start, 
and I’ll be honest, I have not done the 
best. I have known people who picked 
teams not because of their knowledge of 
college basketball, but simply because 
they “liked the name of the school.” And 
ironically enough, they’ve done better 
than me! It’s an opportunity for the anti­
sports fan to rule superior over the experts 
because of the uncertainty of who will 
win the tournament.
My fourth reason is you have the 
ability to earn bragging rights if you 
are successful. It’s not that often people 
can call themselves Facebook legends 
for being the winner of the 2009 
Bracket Challenge. When that 15-seed 
unexpectedly beats the two-seed, you 
have the luxury of calling yourself a true 
Bracket Buster.
And lastly, the actual beauty that is 
March. March means the winter snow 
is melting away and spring is coming, 
which means only one month of class left. 
Frowns turn upside down and everyone 
is happy again after surviving the 
treacherous winter season.
March Madness is not all about picking 
basketball winners and champions. It’s 
about enjoying the beautiful weather as 
well as the excitement of the Big Dance.
So fill out a bracket for the beauty of 
the NCAA Tournament, but also for the 
beauty of March.
LET THE MADNESS BEGIN!
jfireenleaf@lanthorn.com
>y\ See more: Visit 
J Lanthorn.com for
bracket contest
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Softball pitches to victory at Blue Knight
Lakers defeat Lake Erie College, Lake Superior State, Urbana University in three-game sweep at Urbana Blue Knight Invitational
By Grant Wieman
GVL Senior Reporter
*• The Grand Valley State 
^CJniversity softball team swept the 
®ftree-game, round robin Urbana 
“Blue Knight Invitational during 
-the weekend and surrendered 
-$nly two runs in the process.
-® Senior Nichole Woityra led the
way for the Lakers, finishing the 
weekend six-for-eight in games 
against l.ake Erie College, Lake 
Superior State University and 
Urbana University.
“She’s a good hitter,” said 
GVSU head coach Doug Woods. 
“She had one of those weekends 
where you get your confidence 
going and you're charged up and
GVL Archive / Brittany Jacques
Return pitch: Junior Breanne Kronberg catches the ball and gets ready to throw it 
back to the pitcher during a previous home game The women defeated Lake Erie 
‘College, Lake Superior State and Urbana University this past weekend.
you just want to get up there and 
do it.”
Woityra said the team’s 
success was the real story of the 
weekend.
“As a team, we came away 
with three wins ” she said. “If one 
person has a great weekend hitting 
and another person is struggling, 
it always evens out. Softball 
is the type of game where each 
team member 
has a chance to 
pick someone 
else up.”
In game one 
on Saturday, 
freshman 
Andrea 
Nicholson 
threw a one-hit 
shutout against 
Lake Erie.
Junior Breanne 
Kronberg was 
able to do the 
rest, driving
in three of the team's four runs, 
including a two-run home run in 
the bottom of the first, her third 
of the season.
On Sunday, senior pitcher 
Lori Andjelich and Woityra led 
the Lakers to a 2-0 victory over 
LSSU in a game not designated 
for conference records.
Andjelich threw seven
“As a team, we came 
away with three wins.
... Softball is the 
type of game where 
each team member 
has a chance to pick 
someone else up.”
NICHOLE WOITYRA
GVSU SENIOR
strikeouts in her own one-hit 
shutout and Woityra drove in 
both runs for GVSU.
“It’s definitely easier to throw 
in 50 degree weather than 30 
degree and snowing,” Andjelich 
said.
The Lakers’ ace got the 
decision in a 3-2 victory against 
Urbana in Sunday’s second 
game, relieving the starting 
pitcher, junior 
Lauren Rohan, 
in the sixth. 
Woityra again 
led the way 
for the Lakers, 
finishing the 
day three-for- 
four, including 
atwo-out,walk- 
off double in 
the seventh that 
drove in the 
game winning 
run.
Woityra 
said her big weekend came after 
hard work in practice where she 
focused on waiting on the ball 
and going with the pitch.
“I feel like everyone has been 
working on it in practice a lot,” 
Woityra said. "We struggled with 
our hitting in Florida and our 
defense was fairly solid, so we 
kind of focused on offense when
Baseball team takes home field
Mild weather allows team to practice 
" on home field for first time in season
By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Sports Editor
, , With temperatures reaching the
, 60s this week, the rare spring-like 
weather offered a chance for the 
Laker baseball team to practice on 
its home field for the first time this 
.Season
■„ < Grand Valley 
State University 
head coach Steve
. Lyon said he 
is surprised the 
team is already 
practicing on its 
heme field.
“It’s 
unbelievable that 
it’s so nice out,” 
he said. “It’s nice 
*0 be on your own 
field, especially for our infielders.”
Lyon said it is important for 
the infielders to get used to the 
surroundings and the background 
when fielding hit balls in the infield. 
Senior infielder Josh Hillyard 
agreed.
; w “It was nice to be able to get out 
here and hit on the field,” he said. 
“It’s a lot better for hitters to hitting 
on the fields to see the ball - it’s 
better than seeing it in the (batting) 
cage.”
However, sophomore pitcher 
Danny R ichand (3-0) was cautiously 
optimistic about the warm weather.
“So far we've shown 
that we're (one of 
the) best teams and 
we have a really 
good shot at making 
a run this year.”
DANNY RICHARD
GVSU SOPHOMORE
See more: Visit 
Lanthorn.com for
a tennis story.
“In Michigan in a couple days 
(the temperature) might only be 40 
(degrees) again,” he said.
Sure enough, forecasts for this 
weekend predict a high temperature 
in the mid 40s.
However, the Lakers will not 
have to worry about the temperature 
in Allendale, 
Mich, in March. 
Their next home 
game is not until 
April I, which 
Lyon said will be 
beneficial later 
when the Lakers 
have 15 games in 
a row at home.
“It’s 
unfortunate right 
now that we’ll 
be on the road 
for quite a while, but in the long 
run when you get into April and 
you’re playing a lot of home games 
towards the end of the conference 
season - then that’s good,” he said. 
“We just have to get through this 
next two or three weeks on the 
road.”
While the Lakers would 
undoubtedly prefer to play at home, 
their play on the road so far this 
season has been stellar, Richard 
said.
“We knew going into the year 
that we were loaded with talent,” 
he said. “So far we’ve shown 
that we’re (one of the) best teams 
and we have a really good shot at 
making a mn this year.”
At 16-2 after a trip to Florida, 
followed by a four-game sweep of
GVL Archive
Swing batter: GVSU junior Kyle Gendron hits a line drive to add runs to the Laker 
scorecard in a past game Mild weather has allowed the team to practice at home
Ohio, GVSU is now ranked No. 2 
in the nation in Division II.
Lyon said all the games played 
this season were to prepare the team 
for conference play this week.
“We’ve played really well up 
to this point and gotten off to a real 
good start,” he said. “Our mantra is 
to try and get better every day. So 
we’ve got to keep that in mind as 
the season progresses, make sure 
we don’t rest on yesterday’s laurels 
and keep working hard for the 
games coming up.”
It is normal in baseball for 
pitching to carry teams early in the 
season as the bats start to heat up 
with the warmer weather - and the 
Lakers are no different.
Richard said the entire pitching 
staff from top to bottom has been 
working hard and coasting off each 
other’s success.
“We have 11 loaded pitchers that
have tons of talent and have pitched 
really well,” he said. “When you’ve 
got good pitching you’re always 
going to be in every game - you’re 
always going to have a chance to 
win.
In eight of the team's 18 games 
this season, the pitching staff has 
allowed two or fewer runs.
“I definitely would say the 
pitching has carried us but 1 also 
think the offense has been putting 
up a lot of runs,” Hillyard said. 
“That always makes it easier on the 
pitchers - it takes a lot of pressure 
off of them. It’s really balanced 
out nice, we’ve been getting 
great outings and our hitters have 
produced by putting a lot of runs up 
on the board.”
The team will face the 
University of Findlay at 2 p.m. 
today in Findlay, Ohio.
sports@ Lmthorn tom
we came back."
The Lakers opened the season 
playing 14 games in Florida 
during spring break.
Andjelich, who saw her 
record improve to 7-3 during 
the weekend, said she credits an 
unselfish attitude to all of the 
team’s success.
“I think that’s what makes our 
team work this year,” Andjelich 
said. “I think the people who are 
selfish are what tear a team apart. 
If I was selfish I would go for a 
bunch of strikeouts, but then they 
would just mash the ball. I have
to just say to myself, ‘Let them 
put the ball in play and let (senior 
third baseman) Becky (Rudenga) 
pick it up.’”
The Lakers play two games 
Friday at Olivet and return to 
Allendale, Mich, on Saturday 
where they will play a non­
conference doubleheader against 
LSSU. GVSU will face the 
GL1AC opponent seven times 
this season, but only the last 
four will count for conference 
standings.
g wieman @ lanthorn .com
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ET FIT. BE WELL
Just because the semester is ending doesn’t mean your fitness routine 
needs to! Take advantage of Campus Recreation’s specials and 
services as the semester starts to wind down. NOW is as good a time 
ever to get active and in-shape and lead a healthy lifestyle!
1/2 OFF! (dmt ftftd April 3)
Group Exercise Winter Semester Class Passes 
Join the fun - for half the price!
RE-USE A SHOE! (Mftrdi 23-Aorfl 24)
Donate your old athletic shoes to Nike’s “Let Me Play” Campaign. 
Turn your old shoes into athletic surfaces in under-privileged areas! 
More info & drop-off locations on our website.
HTNESS & WELLNESS SERVICES
Featuring; Massage Services, Exercise Programming, 
Wellness Coaching, Personal Training and more!
Masf services am frm or at minimal cost for tha Univarsity communityl
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Sign-up for our Spring sports coming »n May! 
Check out our site for more info!
rec@gvsu.edu gy www.gvsu.edu/rec
Campus
Recreation
fitness - Intramuf*K - wsNncss
Haley Otman, A&E Editor 
arts@lanthorn.com A&E Grand Valley Lanthorn JThursday, March 19, 2009 UtJ
Bollywood Fever 2009 strikes hundreds
Second annual DSU 
event highlights 
South Asian food, 
dance, music, art
By Haley Otman
GVL A&E Editor
The Grand River Room 
was packed Saturday night 
as students and community 
members were swept up in 
Bollywood Fever.
“Bollywood 
Fever was a huge 
success!” said 
Caris Newton, 
the Desi Student 
Union’s officer of 
Communications 
and 
Administrations 
at Grand Valley 
State University.
The second
annual event,
sponsored by the 
DSU, was a night 
of celebrating Indian culture, 
and included an authentic Indian 
dinner, henna tattoos, fashion 
and dance shows and an open 
dance floor.
“I’m Indian, and there’s not a 
lot of Indian things that happen 
around here,” said Sumandeep 
Kaur, explaining why she 
decided to attend the event.
The night began with a 
catered meal from Curry 
Comer, including options such 
as zeera rice, chana masala, 
kadai chicken, gulab jamun and 
naan breads. Many students 
were eager to sample the 
different cuisine, but Kaur said 
she enjoyed the food because 
she has been eating it her whole 
life.
After dinner, Russell 
Rhoads, an associate professor 
of anthropology and DSU’s 
adviser, introduced the DSU
“We had a great 
turnout of guests, 
and amazing 
support from 
volunteers as well 
as the university.”
CARIS NEWTON
DESI STUDENT UNION 
OFFICER
leaders, and a fashion show 
began.
Models demonstrated
various types of traditional 
Indian clothing on the catwalk, 
and there was a table offering 
brightly patterned clothing for 
sale.
“What better way to show 
culture than through one’s 
dress?” said a DSU presenter 
before the show commenced.
Throughout the night, the 
line for henna tattoos stretched 
around the walls of the room.
Henna is known 
as “mehndi” 
in Hindi and 
Nepali, and is 
very popular 
in South Asia. 
Gagan Somal 
and Cham 
Sharma served 
as the night’s 
“mehndi” 
artists.
Six 
were
demonstrated 
for attendees, 
including the Nagada, Garba/ 
Raas, Kathak Dance, a 
Bollywood Remix, Rajasthani 
Dance and a Bollywood Mix. 
DSU members, in addition to 
other community members, 
wore colorful clothing as they 
performed.
Harsha Thota, a community 
member in attendance, said 
he really enjoyed the dancing. 
His sister Harshitha Thota was 
a choreographer, so he came 
to support her. Whole families 
also attended the event to 
support their South Asian 
heritage.
After the dancing, guests 
had a chance to move onto the 
dance floor and learn some 
traditional dance moves similar 
to what was performed.
“We had a great turnout of 
guests, and amazing support
dances
then
GVL / Haley Otman
Indian moves: Girls perform a traditional Indian dance in traditional Indian clothing at Bollywood Fever 2009. The dances 
performed were the Nagada, Garba/Raas, Kathak Dance, Rajasthani Dance and a Bollywood Mix
from volunteers as well as the 
university,” Newton said.
She added she was pleased 
to see everyone enjoying 
themselves at the event.
DSU officers stressed 
Bollywood Fever 2009 was 
held to help spread awareness 
of South Asia, and they were 
able to do so to a full room.
“We appreciate everyone 
who came out to support us, 
and experience more of our 
cultures,” Newton said. “The
(DSU) as a whole could not be Gvl, Ha(ey otman
prouder.' Traditional dress: The leaders of the Desi Student Union stand for recognition
at Saturday night's Bollywood Fever 2009. The event included dinner, dancing, a 
arts® lanthorn .com fashion show and henna tattoos
uTake Ensemble 
to use shakuhachi
Courtesy Photo / GVSII theatre department
Ibsen classic: GVSU's theatre department will present Henrick Ibsen's "The Lady From the Sea" on weekends throughout March
'Lady from the Sea' to emerge 
as mystical, realistic drama
By Liz Reyna
GW. Senior Reporter
Make no joke, the theme of 
Magic and Mischief has been 
rampant in this year’s theatre 
department’s productions..
Plays such as “Midsummer 
Night’s Dream,” “Vinegar Tom” 
and “Candide” have all offered 
an escape into an alternate world 
of light and dark meanings of the 
theme.
But as the final main stage 
production, Henrik Ibsen’s “The 
l^ady From the Sea” will offer both 
mysticism and realism through its 
provocative and engaging story of 
love and choice.
The GVSU theatre department 
will present “The I^ady from the 
Sea,” Friday and Saturday and 
weekends throughout March at 
the Performing Arts Center.
Ibsen’s “The Lady from the 
Sea” tells the story of a young 
woman. Hllida, who is tom 
between lovers.
Fllida promised herself to a 
mysterious sailor, who disappears. 
After marrying an older 
gentleman. Dr. Wangel, Fllida’s 
world is turned upside down when 
the mysterious stranger re-enters 
her life.
Fllida must then persuade her 
husband to allow her to choose 
between lovers.
Roger Ellis, director of the 
play and a GVSU professor, said 
Ibsen’s standing as the second most 
frequently performed playwright, 
after William Shakespeare, lead to 
the play’s selection.
“We want to do something in 
the style of realism, so students 
or anyone familiar with shows 
such as ‘Days of Our Lives’ 
could recognize the same style of 
acting,” Ellis
“The Lady 
from the Sea” 
will open on 
Friday, and will 
be performed 
every weekend 
throughout 
March.
said.
Ellis added 
the realism 
style makes the 
play perfectly 
appropriate 
for GVSU 
students.
He said 
the theme of 
finding love and 
moving into an 
uncertain future 
is certainly universal for students, 
as the three couples and Ellida 
featured in the play face problems 
and desperately desire to get out of 
where they are to find love.
The play, with themes of love 
and choice, has an amazing ability 
to translate, Ellis added, since it 
has been 150 years since the play 
was written and it is still being 
performed.
“The story will draw you in,” 
said James Bell .assistant professor
of theatre. “'There are parts of the 
play where you are not quite sure 
whether it’s real or not real, and 
which play on the psyche.”
Alicia Clark, who plays Ellida 
in the play, said although putting 
on the play was a challenge, seeing 
students actively partake in theater 
is worth the challenge.
“I hope they will be inspired, 
have an open mind and open 
heart to view different 
things, and not be 
wrapped up into their 
world, because theater 
is magical, no matter 
how realistic it is,” 
Clark said.
The first
performance of “The 
I^ady From the Sea” 
will be Friday at 7:30 
p.m.
Performances will 
run Friday, Sanirday 
and March 26,27 and 28, at 7:30 
p.m.. and Sunday and March 29 at 
2 pjn.
Tickets are $12 for general 
admission. $10 for faculty/staff/ 
alumni/seniors and $6 for all 
students.
For more information contact 
(616) 331-2300 or visit http:// 
www.gvsu edu/theatre/.
lre\na®kmthom com
By Josh Brunsting
GVL Staff Writer
While shakuhachi may 
sound like an exotic cuisine, it 
is actually a style of flute that 
three performers will bring to the 
Allendale Campus for a special 
performance.
The shakuhachi flute, whose 
name means 1.8 feet in Japanese, 
is a traditional, end-blown style 
of flute that is made out of 
bamboo. It was first used by 
monks of the Fuke School of 
Zen Buddhism in their blowing 
meditation, suizen.
The uTake Ensemble takes 
this flute and infuses it in their 
performances of multiple styles 
of music, ranging from traditional 
to more contemporary pieces. 
The ensemble will perform at 
Grand Valley State University 
today.
“I hope that someone walks 
away from this performance 
having heard something new 
and intimate,” said ensemble 
member Ric Troll. “They will 
definitely be part of the creative 
process.”
Formed in 2007, the uTake 
Ensemble features three 
performers: Troll, percussion; 
Rob Foster, shakuhachi; and 
Kurt Ellenberger. piano.
Ellenberger is an associate 
professor of music at GVSU.
“The first official performance 
of the uTake, as a duo, was 
in 2008,” Foster said. “We 
then focused on recording an 
album, and we felt that (Troll’s) 
outstanding skill and sensibility 
really complimented the group’s 
sound.”
The album that stemmed off 
of that first performance, during 
the 2008 World Shakuhachi
Festival in Sydney, Australia, is 
“The Name Of The Wind.”
The performance will feature 
other unusual instruments from 
around the world.
“We will feature instruments 
other than the shakuhachi flute, 
including gongs, frame drums, 
bodhran and the djembe,” Troll 
said. “'This performance will be 
full of interesting instruments 
(and) great pieces.”
Along with these unusual 
instruments, the concert will 
feature a wide variety of musical 
compositions.
“Some of our pieces combine 
composed and improvisatory 
sections, and other pieces are 
totally improvised,” Foster said. 
“Probably one very distinctive 
aspect of our performances is the 
interesting and varied range of 
sounds and moods presented.”
Not only is it a musical 
instrument, but the shakuhachi 
flute is also a large part of the 
religious aspect of Japanese 
culture.
“Most importantly, this 
is supposed to be fun and 
informative to the listener,” 
Ellenberger said. “We want 
to show the public what we 
hope will be a fun insight into 
an interesting instrument that 
has as much effect on Japanese 
music as it does their culture and 
religion.”
The ensemble will perform 
today at 4 p.m. at the Cook- 
DeWitt Center on GVSU’s 
Allendale Campus.
There will be a guest speaker, 
Peimin Ni from GVSU’s East 
Asian studies and philosophy 
departments present as well.
jhrunsting @ lanthorn x'om
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Courtesy Photo I uT*fce Ensemble 
Musk infusion: The uTake Ensemble includes GVSU Associate Professor Kurt 
Ellenberger, Ric Troll and Rob Foster The ensemble is unique because of its 
inclusion of the shakuhachi flute
ft I
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Beethoven's bias: "Berko's Law 
A Lecture-Recital" is a three-scene 
production that focuses on the 
connection between music and politics.
It is based on the research of Assistant. 
Professor of music Lisa Feurzeig.
Lecture-recital*; 
to give audience 
reason to meow
4
By Jessica Pawlowski !
GVL Senior Reporter
Viennese characters from tfie 
days of Ludwig van Beethoven and 
Franz Schubert will come to tfte 
Performing Arts Center on Sunday 
to show the connection betweep 
music and politics. - •
“Berko’s Law: A Lecture- 
Recital” is a three-scene production 
that was last performed at Grand 
Valley State University in 2001. 
It is based on the research of Lisa 
Feurzeig, an assistant professor of 
music.
“People sometimes say history 
is boring,” Feurzeig said. “This 
illustrates that history is interesting 
and something we should care 
about.”
Feurzeig, who is also the 
production’s director, described the 
production as unusual because it is 
a combination of performance and 
historical lecture. It also features’a 
mix of comedy and tragedy, and 
popular and classical music. ' > 
Music department Chair Danny 
Phipps will make an appearance in 
the show as Pizichi, the spirit of the 
magic bassoon.
“(Phipps' scene) is the funniest 
thing ever produced on this 
campus,” Feurzeig said. •
Planning for the show began 
during the fall semester, while 
rehearsals started just weeks ago. • 
Performers in the show were 
handpicked. Since the show 
requires performers to sing, act 
’ or improvise, Feurzeig wanted 
performers who had enough 
experience to be comfortable in 
their own skin.
“It was more a matter 'of 
knowing who
history is- 
interesting 
and
something 
we should, 
care 
about.” f
LISA
FEURZEIG
PRODUCTION 
DIRECTOR *
had some 
experience,” 
she said. “We 
knew we 
had to put 
it together 
quickly.”
GVSU 
student 
C h r i s s y 
Amon will 
perform 
Gustav 
Mahler’s“Um 
Mittemacht,” 
a piece she 
described as
being a little bit melancholy.
“It’s about being up in the 
middle of the night, not knowing 
why, and figuring out how you’re 
going to get the strength for tKe 
next day,” she said.
Stage Manager Kait LaPortc.fc 
GVSU senior, said the producti(fli 
provides an entertaining 
atmosphere and audience members 
can expect to be informed about 
Viennese theater and its historical 
surroundings.
“I think GVSU students anil 
faculty would enjoy the sho^ 
because it is different than many 
other shows and performances ofi 
campus, and is also different every 
time it is performed.” she added. •
Amon said “Berko’s Law*' 
is unique because instead of the 
lecture and recital being two 
separate entities, it is a lecture that 
incorporates music.
The production begins at •? 
pm. in the Sherman Van Solkerria 
Recital Hall on GVSU’s Allendale 
Campus. Admission is free.
“We arc confident we will hatjc 
it together (in time),” Feurzeig sai(J. 
“It’s been a lot of fun for us and w* 
hope it will be interesting for the 
audience as well.”
Feurzeig said she expects 
audience members to laugh, yet 
feel serious at the end. \
“Come to this performance If 
you want to meow,” she said. ’
9
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Friday, March 20, 8:00 pm 
Pere Marquette Room (204 KC)
• Dance and music performances
• Fashion contest
• Inh'mational prizes and souven
• I Vliciotis international cuisine
• Oivn dam e floor •# ____
I or additional inlorm.Uiiific^ 
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Quartet plays 1,100 plus concerts
By Abby Hartig ^
GVL Staff Writer
The Colorado Quartet has been playing 
together for longer than most Grand Valley 
University Students have been alive.
The quartet, which formed in 1982, has 
performed more than 1,100 concerts, recorded 
numerous works and taught several master 
classes. These experienced musicians w ill now 
perform two pieces for GVSU’s Arts at Noon 
seues.
’.Although performing and teaching both have 
th4ir charms. Julie Rosenfeld, the 
finjt violinist of the quartet, said 
sh< would choose performing 
because of its amazing ability 
to touch an audience of 300 or 
more people.
•“Performing is a great w-ay 
to! communicate incredible 
emotions which I find very 
compelling,” Rosenfeld said.
!An advantage of playing 
together for as long as the group 
ha$. she said, is they have played 
the; major repertoire so many times it comes 
almost as second nature.
•“You get a kind of ESP when you play 
together for so long,” said Diane Chaplin, a cellist 
in the quartet. “You gain a nonverbal musical 
language, where when one of the players does 
anything, like taking a little longer to play a part 
for! instance, the other members know before she
“Performing is 
a great way to 
communicate 
incredible 
emotions...”
JULIE ROSENFELD
COLORADO QUARTET 
VIOLINIST
does it.”
Pablo Mahave-Veglia, associate professor 
of music at GVSU, said the quartet, which 
is dedicated to a rich repertoire, is absolutely 
unique.
"There is something to be said when you play 
with some people for long amounts of time,” 
Mahave-Veglia said. “You learn how to play 
with all (of) their quirks and idiosyncrasies”
The pieces the quartet will perform are 
Bartok's flok-influence “Third Quartet,” and 
George Crumb’s Vietnam-inspired “Black 
Angels.”
Rosenfeld said these are 
pieces that speak to people of 
all ages, with themes that are 
timeless.
“Classical music has an 
aura of being elitist and for 
older people, but with these 
pieces it’s exactly not the 
case,” Rosenfeld said. “They 
are very exciting; they speak 
to us today in a very important 
way, especially with the 
George Crumb piece against 
the Vietnam War.”
For Chaplin, Crumb’s composition is one of 
her favorites, partly because it so unusual and 
uses so many unique instruments and techniques, 
such as a glass harmonica and speaking while 
playing.
Chaplin added this piece is relatable to young 
people because it brings about emotions from its
ties to the Vietnam War, which connects to the 
current War in Iraq.
"This music ... sounds so much more like 
what reality is today rather than some kind of 
prettified version ... like what some people think 
of classical music,” Chaplin said.
The free concert will be held in the Cook- 
Dewitt Center on today from ntx)n to 1 pjn.
ahartig @ lanthorn t om
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Inspirational violin: Julie Rosenfeld has been a 
member of the Colorado Quartet since 1982. The 
Colorado Quartet will play at GVSU today as part of 
the Arts at Noon series
So Percussion to make appearance at GVSU
By Liz Reyna
GVL Senior Reporter
Despite popular belief, genres 
of music are not strictly and easily 
defined. Each song, each lyric 
does not fall into place similar to 
the beat of a drum.
But for So Percussion, a quartet 
formed from a group of Yale 
graduate students, the question is 
more about what genres they do 
not fit into than the genres they 
do.
"We love to wear many hats,” 
said So member Josh Quillen. “We 
love to appeal to wide audiences 
by showing them how much music 
we love to play.”
Grand Valley State University 
will welcome the group Friday 
to perform a mix of classic and 
original music.
An intemationally-renowned 
group. So is comprised of Quillen, 
Jason Treuting. Adam Sliwinski 
and Eric Beach.
Treuting, So member V 
and founder, said the GVSlK* 
performance is a part of their 
continuous effort “to bring creative 
music into the world.”
The band seeks to draw from 
its - interests, from Rameau to 
Aphex Twin and the Trinidadian 
Steel Plan, he said, while offering 
originally composed music as 
vve|I.
*We see ourselves in the lineage 
of** experimental, contemporary
music in New York .’’Treuting said. 
“We strive to find an audience open 
and eager for the new, but we also 
strive to bring in an audience that 
just wants to put a toe in the water, 
and we hope to reel them in.”
The group was invited by 
GVSU Assistant Professor Bill 
Ryan, who each year produces 
four concerts as part of the Free 
Play concert series.
The series was started, Ryan 
said, in an effort to spotlight artists 
and composers who specialize in 
contemporary music.
“(So is) a group that’s interesting 
to a diverse audience, and where 
they perform their shows is a 
reflection of this,” he said.
So stays relevant in many music 
genres, and challenges the music 
scene by performing comfortably 
in both major concert halls and 
with indie music*enues.
Quillen said playing to many 
audiences'has helped them remain 
- 
Courtesy Photo / So Percussion
Ivy rock: So Percussion, a musical group of Yale graduate students, will perform at 
GVSU Friday So has played at Carnegie Hall among other prestigious locales
on top of what is happening in the 
music world.
“You will see things you’ve 
never seen before, hear things 
you’ve never heard before and 
have a great time,” Treuting said.
So Percussion will perform 
at the Performing Arts Center on 
Friday from 8 to 10 p.m.
lre\na@ lanthorn com
* U1E BUY RflD SELL
GAMES TEXTBOOKS OS DVDS COU.ECT1BIES
^ 0 §
3728 Alpine Ave. 
Comstock Park 
49321
(616) 785-0231
3959 28th St. 
Grand Rapids 
49512
(616) 940-1460
www.cddvdexchanges.com
See more: Visit
Lanthorn.com for
Weekend Diversions.
No mafia in 'The Godfather'
The most famous mafia movie 
of all time does not include use 
of the one word that describes the 
people in it.
On March 19, 1971. the 
Italian-American Civil RighLs 
League announced to the world 
they had come to terms with 
Albert Ruddy, Francis Ford 
Coppola and the producers of 
upcoming film "The Godfather.”
Joseph Colombo Sr. was head 
of one of New York’s infamous 
five families, and one of very 
few mafia bosses who actually 
welcomed the media spotlight.
In the late ‘60s, the FBI 
had taken great interest in 
Colombo’s businesses, including 
loan-sharking, jewel thieving 
and a very profitable gambling 
operation. As a way of turning 
the tables on the bureau, he 
accused it of harassment.
The Italian-American 
Civil Rights League became a 
legitimate organization on March 
30,1970. just in time to cause 
problems for "The Godf ather.”
The film was ready to begin 
shooting in New York when the 
league declared it as their No.
I enemy and priority. Although 
Colombo wanted the FBI to 
believe differently, he was still a 
gangster and had a certain way of 
taking care of business.
Some of Colombo’s tactics 
included shooting the windows 
out of a sports car belonging to 
one producer, leaving a note on 
the dash demanding the movie 
be shut down and calling another 
producer with the message: “We 
don’t want to break your pretty 
face, hurt your newborn. Don’t 
shoot no movie about the family 
here. Got it?"
Finally a meeting was 
scheduled between movie
producer Ruddy and mob boss 
Colombo. Colombo demanded 
he get to read the script and 
Ruddy obliged, but about two 
minutes in, it became clear 
Colombo did not understand 
what movie terms such as "fade 
in” meant. He slammed the script 
on the desk and asked associates, 
“Do we trust this guy?”
They responded, "Yes.”
Colombo then said, “Then 
what am I reading a script for? 
Let’s make a deal.”
The deal was throughout the 
movie, the word “matia” would 
not be said, along with the term 
“cosa nostra,” which means 
“thing of ours,” or “la cosa 
nostra,” “this thing of ours.”
Ruddy agreed to the terms 
and the two men shtx>k hands.
Ruddy was later quoted 
saying. “Td rather deal with a 
mob guy shaking hands on a deal 
than a Hollywood lawyer, who, 
the minute you get the contract 
signed, is trying to figure out how 
to screw you.”
The word "mafia” was 
only said once in the original 
screenplay.
The entire situation brought 
more gtxxl than harm to the film. 
With the Italian-American Civil 
Rights League behind it, Italian- 
Americans sort of adopted the 
film as their own, which gives 
us the right to enjoy it without 
worrying about prejudices.
Ruddy’s production won three 
Oscars, including best picture, 
best actor in a leading role for 
Marlon Brando and best writing, 
screenplay based on material 
from another medium.
The American Film Institute 
ranks "The Godfather” as the 
second greatest film of all time.
jsheick@ lanthorn jcom
Vwhere our 
guest students 
have four 
convenient ways 
to earn
summer credit.
Western Michigan University
Want to get ahead or catch up this summer? 
Registration for Summer I and Summer II sessions 
is now under way. It's never been easier to find 
the right combination of course offerings and 
locations—from rock music to geosciences, online or 
at a campus near you. As a guest student at WMU, 
you can earn summer credit:
• ON CAMPUS IN KALAMAZOO ' 
p AT SEVEN REGIONAL CAMPUSES 
[CHUNS WITH E-LEARNING CLASSES
.LEARNING SELF-DIRECTED
■imTP" -Mf •,it *., .
If you’re in good standing at your universit 
you can easily become a WMU guest student, find 
out more at www.wmicH.edu/admissions/guett
or call (269) 387-2000.
Check out summer offerings for all locations
on one ensy course lookup site.
www.wmich.edu/classlookup/.
&RAB THE
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CLASSIFIED RATES
DEADUNES: Noon Thursday for Monday, Noon Monday for Thursday 
E-mail your classifieds: classifieds@Hanthorn.com
FREQUENCY COMMERCIAL
2 Issues min. 
3-4 Issues 
5+ Issues
DEPTV
NON-PROFIT STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:
60C/Word
55C/Word
50C/Word
55</Word
50C/Word
45</Word
s5.“ per week up to 20 words, 
Each additional word 25<.
$ranb Itollrp lanthorn
0051 KIRKHOF
Allendale Campus
331-2460
Calls taken Monday Friday, 9 5
Announcements
Come join us for the 5K run 
benefiting the Kids’ Food Bas­
ket. It will be held a Kirkhof at 
noon on March 14th. Donations 
Welcome! Contact Emily rpgur- 
lie23@aol.com
The right to choose includes the 
right to know. Providing reliable 
and confidential information, 
www.prcgr.com (616) 456 6873 
Downtown GR.
Need to make an important an­
nouncement? The Lanthorn car 
help you spread the word 
331-2460.
Opportunities
“The right to choose includes 
the right to know." Free preg­
nancy test and ultra sound. 24 
hour. 61 6-456-6873. 
www.prcgr.com.
Want to do some free advertis­
ing? Students and staff can 
submit classifieds online at 
www.lanthorn.com.
Want people to take advantage 
of the opportunities you have to 
offer? Place an ad and reach 
thousands! Call the Lanthorn at 
331-2460 for more information.
Services Wanted
Housing
Copper Beech Townhomes. 
NOW LEASING FOR ‘09-’10! 1, 
2, 3, OR 4 bedroom town- 
homes! Call 616-895-2900 or 
visit www.cbeech.com.
Houses For Rent: Three and 
Fouf- bedroom homes near 
downtown campus. All appli­
ances plus washer and dryer. 
Call 616-516-2699 or email 
c_hill1000@comcat.net for de­
tails.
University Townhouses and 
Apartments...starting at only 
$250/person and less than 2 
miles away from Allendale cam­
pus! Call 616-895-4001 or visit 
GVTownhouses.com
Whether you’re selling, leasing 
or sub-letting your home, let the 
Lanthorn help! Give us a call at 
331-2460 and let people know 
what deals you have to offer!
Pregnancy Resource Center 
provides reliable, confidential 
information on: abortion, emer­
gency contraception, and sexu­
ally transmitted infections. Visit 
prcgr.com or call 616-456-6873 
for more information.
CD/DVD Exchange on Alpine 
Ave. & 28th Street buys and 
sells games, textbooks, CDs, 
DVDs, and collectibles. Visit 
their website at www.cddvdex-
Experienced Attorneys just 3 
Miles away from Campus. For 
more information visit our web- 
s i t e at
www.davidknoesterplc.com or 
call us at 616.895.7300
CD and DVD Exchange buys 
and sells: CDs, DVDs, text­
books, games, and collectibles! 
Visit
www.cddvdexchanges.com or 
call 616-785-0251 for more in­
formation.
Trying to serve Grand Valley 
and the neighboring commu­
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you 
by placing your ad! 331-2460.
Employment
Student work, part-time work, 
$14.25 base-appt. Customer 
sales/service, Advancement op­
portunities, scholarships/intern­
ships available. Call ASAP 
616-241-6303
Hiring? Get in touch with thou­
sands of people who may be 
looking for work! Contact the 
Lanthorn at 331-2460.
Bartenders wanted. Up to 
$250/Day. No Experience nec­
essary. Training provided. Age 
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520. 
ext. 226.
Need help? Find it by running 
an ad in the Lanthorn! Call 
331-2460 to get started today.
Entertainment
Have an upcoming event you 
want to publicize? Submit youi 
event to our free entertainmeni 
calendar online at www.lan­
thorn. com.
Lost & Found
Missing car keys? Found class 
notes or a student ID? Advertise 
with us at 331-2460 and let the 
Lanthorn help you find whai 
you’re missing.
Summtr In Main*
Males and females.
Meet new friends!
Travel!
Teach your favorite activity...
Tennis Field Hockey
Swim Pottery
Gymnastics Lacrosse
Waterski Office
Archery Photo
Rocks Soccer
English Riding Softball
Copper Enameling Basketball
Theater Costumer Silver Jewelry
And More!
June to August. Residential camp
Tripp Lake Camp for Girls
1-800-997-4347
Enjoy our website, apply on-line:
www.tripplakecamp.com
Roommates
Looking for a new roommate? 
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is 
a great way to reach students 
who need a place to live. Call 
331 -2460 to set up your ad!
Not in 
Use?
PLUG
When not in use,'
Turn everything off
lights, TVs and computers
Even for short periods of time!
c\c < /&S
Energy Department
www. gvsu. edu/facilityservices
Super Crossword WELL-ROUNDED
ACROSS
1 Existed 
4 Obscure 
0 Apply lightly 
12 Fashionably 
nostalgic 
17 Choir 
member
19 City on the 
Mohawk
20 Actor 
Tognazzi
21 Shrivel up
22 Joe Hamell 
hit
25 In distress
26 Actress Shire
27 Individual 
perform­
ances
28 Asta’s father
30 Police hdqre
31 Profited 
34 NATO
member
37 Churchill’s 
successor
38 Jason Biggs 
film
41 Coasted
42 Fugue 
composer
46 — Bator
47 Grab all the 
goodies
48 Anthony 
Quinn role
50 Pennsyl­
vania port
51 Crack up 
53 Taxi
55 Condemns 
57 Where to 
find a 
fennec
59 Parasite
61 Casserole 
cover
63 Place of 
origin
65 Pack 
peppers
67 New Deal 
agcy
68 Reggae’s 
Marie y
69 -Roots- 
Emmy 
winner
70 Blanc or 
Brooks
72 The Cyrkle 
hit
76 Narcs’ org.
77 Sheepish 
sound
79 Sandra of 
‘A Summer 
Place-
80 Neighbor of 
Tenn
81 Tracking 
tool
83 Singer 
Tori
84 Spud bud
85 Vote m
87 Dull
90 Time and 
again
92 It may be 
fake
94 Stnnged 
instrument
96 Machu 
Picchu 
native
97 Tolkien 
character
99 Attained
101 Football’s 
Van
Brocklin
102 Like kids at 
Chnstmas
103 Orescher of 
-The 
Nanny-
104 Hollywood 
award
108 Banister
109 Cheeseboard 
choice
110 Jet ot yore
114 Fury
115 Encounter
116Lama
Ding Dong’ 
(’61 tune)
119 Dropped the 
ball
121 -Blue Velvet- 
singer
123 Merv Griffin 
creation
128 Salad 
veggie
129 Man*
£87 hit)
130 Senator 
Hatch
131 Mix
132 Cafe vessel
133 Craggy hill
134 Peler of 
Herman's 
Hermits
135 Lady lobster
DOWN
1 Float on the 
breeze
2 Jones of 
"Show 
Boat”
3 Type
4 Except
5 Monty's 
milieu
6 What the 
shoe does
7 — Rios, 
Jamaica
8 Ancient 
tongue
9 Couple
10 Past
11 Tiny tree
12 Indian 
export
13 Archaic 
ending
14 Gary Lewis 
& the
Playboys hit
15 Let
16 Phantom 
instrument
18 Skip
21 Beaver's 
dad
23 1 could — 
horse!"
24 Biblical 
book
29 "Mocking­
bird’ singer 
Foxx
32 Attempt to 
equal
33 Oscar — 
Renta
35 Tennyson’s 
Arden
36 Green org.
37 Wades 
through a 
crowd
39 Julia of 
"Havana-
40 Babe in the 
woods
41 Theater 
sign
42 Arthur ot 
-Maude-
43 Griffon 
greeting
44 Minnie 
Dnver tilm
45 Successor 
49 Bizarre
52 Rosemary 
or basil 
54 Hunk of 
gunk
56 Hooks 
henchman 
58 Transport 
60 Plot 
62 Bndge 
support 
64 Bikini part 
66 Whirlpool
68 Like moun­
tain air
69 With 117 
Down, 
Italian 
statesman
70 Exec s deg
71 Actor 
Lincoln
73 Shorten a 
sail
74 Hgt.
75 '59 Ritchie 
Valens hit
78 Starry 
82 Peerce 
piece
84 Remnant
85 Carve a 
canyon
86 Implement
88 Member ot 
the mil.
89 Joke
91 Tons ot time
93 Hard on the 
eyes
95 Author 
Hubbard
98 Brute
100 Pied-a—
103 Breakfast 
food
105 Get the 
better of
106 Kevin of 
"SNL"
107 Part of 
EMT
108 Shipbuilding 
■ Md
109 Passed-on 
item
111 Fleming and 
Linkletter
112 Conse­
quences 
alternative
113 Skater 
Sonja
115 Budge
117 See 69 
Down
118 Fluffy coif
120 Bruce of
"Coming
Home-
122 “Whether — 
nobler in the 
mind . ."
124 Medical grp
125 Corn portion
126 Perch pan
127 Waugh's 
The Loved
17
S
26
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Grand Valley Lanthorn
Now taking applications lor
Ad Manager
Advertising 
Representatives
Applications due Monday. March 30tlt at 12:00pm
For more info,
Contact Ad Manager Mallory Weber 
WF @ 616-331-2484 or 
advertlsing@lanthorn.com
A.
Hantfjorn
On MpvA/Qt^nrlcn Newstands
Every Monday 
and Thursday
• • • • \
" swiy r .. . f •«£* ;v +>.. • ' M
ADVERTISEMENT Grand Valley LanthornThursday, March 19, 2009
The right
includes
the right to
know
ziifiljii
Mu htj Providing reliable and confidential 
information on:
Abortion & Alternatives 
Emergency Contraception 
Sexually Transmitted Infections 
After Abortion Questions
I ounl.jin
4 1b Cherry
See Puzzle B5 Cherry
Downtown GR
Pregnancy Test
Ultrasound (some restrictions apply)
www.prcgr.com
And with sping conies summer flings and 
blossoming romance.
7h’ a flirty scent that will attract and intoxicate.
a Warm Vanilla Sugar is favorite, stirring memories of sweet
mats that stimulate your guy's senses.
..
* Spiced oranges, or coconut adds a hint of the exotic.
Hut remember, there is inure to you than
-* When you can, go without! Chances are, the obiect of your 
affection wants a woman, not a Barbie.
* Clear lip gloss, light eyoliner and a natural shadoof 
eyeshadow will accentuate your features. KWWjTfH
He ronfhten! in yourself. ^
•» Listen to what he has to say. but give him a 
little competition, too. The ability to hold an 
intelligent conversation is powerful.
24 Hour (616) 456-68 73
or toll free 1 (877) MY-PRC-GR 1 (877) 697-724 7
A Sustainable Camping Festival Celebrating
£. MUSIC. ART & ACTION
JULY 2-5 2009
THE DEAD
BOB DYLAN and HIS BAND
WILLIE NELSON and FAMILY • THE BLACK CROWES
STS9 • DAMIAN “JR GONG” MARLEY & NAS • G. LOVE & SPECIAL SAUCE • GOVT MULE 
Broken Social Scene • Yonder Mountain String Band * The Disco Biscuits • Les Claypool 
Cold War Kids • John Butler • Chromeo • Anl DIFranco • Matisyahu • Guster • Girl Talk 
Femi Kutl & The Positive Force • MSTRKRFT • Martin Sexton • Flogging Molly • Railroad Earth 
The Hold Steady • Toots & The Maytals • Ralph Stanley & The Clinch Mountain Boys 
Brett Dennen • Zappa Plays Zappa • Grace Potter and the Nocturnals • Shpongle DJ Set 
Son Volt • Jackie Greene • Soullve • Man Man • Peter Rowan Bluegrass Band w/ Tony Rice 
Eoto • King Sunny Ade & His African Beats • Lotus • Kid Cudi • STS9 (Live PA Set)
Davy Knowles and Back Door Slam • Pretty Lights • The Glitch Mob • Rebelution 
Quannum All Stars ft. Lyrics Born, The Mighty Underdogs, Gift of Gab & Lifesavas 
Toubab Krewe • Sam Roberts Band • Hill Country Revue • Lipp Service • Moseley, Law, Sipe and Droll 
2020 Soundsystem • Break Science ft. Adam Deitch • The Hard Lessons • Underground Orchestra 
Future Rock • Steppln' In It • Giant Panda Guerilla Dub Squad • Kyle Hollingsworth Band 
Chris Pierce • The Macpodz • Rachel Goodrich • The Low Anthem • The Ragbirds • Four Finger Five
Tickets on sale this Friday ar Noon at
www.roth bury festival .com 
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